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Description

Technical field of the invention

[0001] The present invention relates generally to the efficient use of trie data structures in databases and information
retrieval systems, and to querying such a system with high performance.

Background of the invention

[0002] Databases and information retrieval systems are used for processing structured and unstructured information.
Generally, structured data is the domain of databases (e.g. relational databases), whereas unstructured information is
the domain of information retrieval systems (e.g. full text search). A database engine is the part of a database management
system (or other applications) that stores and retrieves data. For information retrieval systems, this function is performed
by search engines.
[0003] Indexing is used to improve database or information retrieval system performance. Without an index (also
referred to as a lookup or access by "key") for a query, the whole database or information base would have to be scanned
to deliver a result, which would be too slow to be useful.
[0004] A database index is comparable to the index offered by a book: To find a specific keyword, the user does not
have to read the whole book, but instead he can look up a certain keyword in the index, which contains a reference to
the pages which are related to that keyword. This is also the basic principle behind search engines: For any given search
term, they quickly find the documents which contain the search term by consulting an appropriate index. An example
query of an information retrieval system is a full text search, for which terms (words) are stored as keys, and document
IDs are also stored as keys (c.f. description of Fig. 70 below). For instance, if the term "apple" can be found in documents
with IDs 10 and 33, two composite keys ("apple", 10) and ("apple", 33) are stored in an index. The terms are stored as
keys so that a search can be made, e.g., for "apple" and "pear".
[0005] The classic approach to indexing has been to use a so-called B-Tree index. Invented in the year 1972 by R.
Bayer and E. McCreight, B-Trees are still the predominant data structure used for this purpose. However, B-Tree indexes
have major drawbacks. For example, the time to access data increases logarithmically with the amount of data. An
increase of the data size by one order of magnitude roughly doubles the access time, an increase of data size by two
orders of magnitude triples the access time, etc. Furthermore, B-Tree indexes do not help to improve the query perform-
ance for criteria of so-called low cardinality. E.g., creating an index on an attribute "gender" with the values "male",
"female" and "unknown" does not improve the performance compared to scanning and filtering all records. Finally,
multidimensional queries, i.e. queries which involve multiple criteria/attributes, are difficult to handle efficiently because
B-Tree indexes cannot be joined (combined) efficiently.
[0006] M. Boehm et al., "Efficient In-Memory Indexing with Generalized Prefix-Trees", in: T. Härder et al. (eds.), BTW.
LNI, vol. 180, pp. 227-246, Kaiserslautern, Germany (2011), suggest to store and process data base -indexes by using
a "trie" or a trie data structure. A trie is a tree data structure, and is sometimes referred to as "radix tree" or "prefix tree".
The term trie originates from the word "reTRIEval". Instead of storing keys inside the nodes, the path to a node of the
trie defines the key with which it is associated, wherein the root denotes an empty key. More particularly, each node is
associated with a key portion, whose value (sometimes referred to herein as the "value of the node") may be indicated
by a pointer from the parent node. The value is selected from a predefined alphabet of possible values. The path from
the root node to another node in the trie, for example to a leaf node, defines a key (or a "key prefix", in the case of an
inner node, i.e. a node which is not a leaf node) with which the node is associated, the key being a concatenation of the
key portions associated with the nodes on the path. The time complexity of a trie does not depend on the amount of
keys present in the trie but on the key length.

Space-efficient trie data structures

[0007] One way to implement a trie data structure is to store the nodes separately in memory, with each node comprising
a node type information indicating whether or not the node is a leaf node, an array of pointers to its child nodes (at least
in case the node is not a leaf node), and possibly a payload in case of leaf node, e.g. a value associated with the key.
Using this approach, traversing from node to node is a constant time operation, since the respective child pointer
corresponds to the array entry representing the respective key portion. However, memory usage can be very inefficient
for nodes having only few child nodes, since the corresponding arrays comprise and store many empty entries. This is
particularly true when larger alphabets are used, as they require large amounts of child-pointers to be stored.
[0008] For a more efficient use of memory space, implementations of trie data structures which avoid storing empty
pointers have been developed. Such a solution may consist in storing lists of non-empty pointers only, with their respective
key portion values, instead of arrays containing all possible pointers. The drawback of this approach is that for traversals
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from node to node, a list in the respective parent node has to be scanned or - if the list is ordered by the value of the
key portion - a binary search has to be performed. In addition, since it is required to identify a specific pointer for a
specific value of a key portion, the associated value of the key portion also has to be stored, which reduces memory
space efficiency.
[0009] Other ways to store trie data structures in a compact format have been developed. For instance, Ph. Bagwell,
"Fast And Space Efficient Trie Searches", Technical Report, EPFL, Switzerland (2000) discloses a trie data structure
based on bitmaps. Such trie data structure uses bitmaps to mark all non-empty pointers of a parent node. In particular,
a set bit in a bitmap marks a valid (non-empty) branch. Each parent node also comprises one or more pointers, wherein
each pointer is associated with a bit set in the bitmap and points to a child node of the parent node. The value of the
key portion of a child node is determined by the value of a bit (set) in the bitmap comprised by the parent node with
which bit the pointer pointing to the child node is associated.
[0010] The pointers have a predetermined length or size and can be stored in the same or inverse order as the bits
are set in the bitmap. The memory address of a pointer associated with a bit which is set in the bitmap can easily be
calculated based on the number of least significant bits set in the bitmap. This determination of a respective pointer and
thus a next child node is fast because the amount of least significant bits which are set can be calculated efficiently,
using simple bit operations and a CTPOP (count population) operation that determines the number of set bits. For
example, such count population method is available in the Java programming language and is called "Long.bitCount()".
CTPOP itself can be implemented quite efficiently using a "bit-hack", and many modern CPUs even provide CTPOP as
an intrinsic instruction.
[0011] Since the bitmap indicates the alphabet values which are associated with a valid branch, only existing (non-
empty) pointers need to be stored. Thus, memory usage can be reduced. On the other hand, the address of a specific
pointer can easily be determined in constant time based on the rank of its associated bit among the set bits in the bitmap.
Finally, the value of the bit associated with the pointer to the child node represents the key portion value of the child
node in an efficient manner. Thus, a trie data structure based on bitmaps provides a more efficient approach to handle
memory allocation and to process the trie compared to a trie data structure based on lists as shown in Fig. 4.
[0012] However, the inventor found that in many application scenarios, use of memory space is inefficient. This is
particularly true when the trie is sparsely populated and/or degenerates to a chain of nodes each having single child
pointers wasting space. It is therefore desirable to further reduce the memory space required to store tries used by
database applications or information retrieval systems, and in particular to reduce the amount of memory required for
storing pointers and/or bitmaps used for implementing the trie, without significantly increasing the speed required to
traverse the trie.

Key encoding

[0013] Typically, the cardinality of the alphabets of tries used in the prior art is relatively large, e.g. 256, in order to be
able accommodate characters from a large alphabet like Unicode. With 256 different values, 8 bits (28 = 256) or one
byte can be encoded. However, where a trie uses bitmaps as described above, the width of the bitmap increases with
the cardinality of the alphabet. For example, an alphabet of a cardinality of 256 requires a bitmap size of 256 bits. Such
a large bitmap can be space inefficient in particular where the trie is sparsely populated, because 256 bits need to be
allocated for every node although only a fraction of them may be used. Furthermore, since the bit width of the registers
of modern computers is typically only 64 bits, large bitmaps having e.g. 256 bits cannot be processed in time-efficient
manner. If a trie was to accommodate characters of an even larger alphabet, the efficiency problems would increase
further. Thus, the cardinality of the alphabets whose characters can be stored in a prior art trie in a space- and time-
efficient manner is limited.
[0014] Furthermore, tries are used in the prior art only for storing predefined data types, wherein the data types are
typically limited to primitive data types like numbers or characters. Such a use puts constraints on the keys which can
be stored in a trie, and makes trie data structures less suitable for storing database or information retrieval system indexes.
[0015] It is therefore a further object of the invention to provide tries which can be used in a flexible manner, and/or
methods for using tries in a flexible manner. In fact, it is an object of the invention to provide trie data structures which
can be used as a universal database or information retrieval system index, and methods of using trie data structures as
a universal database or information retrieval system index. Furthermore, it is an object of the invention to provide tries
which store the keys of a database index in such a way that database queries involving more than one data item can
be processed in a time-efficient manner.

Query execution

[0016] Queries executed in a database are generally expressed in a logical algebra (e.g. SQL). For their execution,
the queries have to be converted into physical algebra: a physical query execution plan (QEP). The query is rewritten,
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optimized, and a QEP is prepared so that a query execution engine (QEE) executes the QEP generated by the preceding
steps on the database.
[0017] For the processing, a QEP generally comprises a set of related operators aiming at producing query results.
Most databases represent a QEP by a tree where the nodes are operators, the leaves are the data sources, and the
edges are the relationship between operators in the producer-consumer form.
[0018] Many database engines follow an iterator-based execution model in the QEE, in which the operators implement
the following methods: Open (prepare the operator to produce data), Next (produces a new unit of data under the demand
of the operators consumer), Close (finalizes the execution and frees resources). Calling one of these operations, starting
at the root operator, will propagate it to its operator children and so on, until reaching the data sources (and leaves). In
this way, the control flows down from consumer to producer, and data flows up from producer to consumer within the
query execution plan operator tree. Such an approach provides a clean design and encapsulation since each operator
does not require a global knowledge.
[0019] However, such an execution model has serious drawbacks. To start with, because each operator has no global
knowledge, it cannot apply optimizations that would be beneficial from a global perspective. In addition, since the query
plan is static, applying adaptive optimization during the query execution can prove difficult. As a result, there is a strong
dependency on the query optimizer to create a good QEP involving complex algorithms. And finally, the iterator approach
delivers only one unit of data, e.g. record per operator invocation. This approach is inefficient for operators combining
large sub result sets that themselves return a small result set.
[0020] As an example of one of these drawbacks, if the query to be performed on the database is an expression such
as "A intersect (B union C)" with A returning a short list of record IDs, e.g. (1, 2, ... 10) but B and C returning long lists,
e.g. (1, 2, ... 10.000) and (20.000, ... 50.000). The query is quite inefficient if the query optimizer has no prediction
capability and does not rewrite the query into (A intersect B) union (A intersect C) prior to its execution.
[0021] Therefore, it is desirable to have a more time-efficient method of performing a database or information retrieval
system query comprising operations such as intersection (AND), union (OR), and difference (AND NOT) on two or more
sets of keys stored in a database or information retrieval system, or sets of input or result keys of a database or information
retrieval system.
[0022] Furthermore, range query performance of prior art databases decreases with the size of an index (the number
of records comprised by the database and indexed by the index). Therefore, it is desirable to have a more time-efficient
method of performing range queries, which scales well with increasing index size.

Summary of the invention

[0023] One or more of these objects are achieved by the subject matter of the independent claims. Preferred embod-
iments are subject of the dependent claims.
[0024] The invention provides an indexing solution for database applications, where B-trees and derivatives are still
the predominant strategy, and an indexing solution for information-retrieval applications, where typically inverted indexes
are used. The invention allows replacing B-Trees and inverted indexes with one universal solution, which can therefore
be named a "confluence index".
[0025] A first example is a trie for use in a database application, the trie comprising one or more nodes, wherein a
parent node comprised by the trie, preferably each parent node which has more than one child node, comprises a bitmap
and one or more pointers, wherein each pointer is associated with a bit set in the bitmap and points to a child node of
the parent node. The trie is characterized in that a parent node comprised by the trie, preferably each parent node which
has only one child node, does not comprise a pointer to the child node, and/or the child node is stored in a predefined
position in memory relative to the parent node.
[0026] According to a second example, in the first example, the child node of the parent node has only one child node
is stored in a position in memory directly behind the parent node.
[0027] According to a 3rd example, in the first or second example, a node, preferably each child node is associated
with a key portion and the path from the root node to another node in the trie, in particular to a leaf node, defines a key,
the key being a concatenation of the key portions associated with the nodes in the path.

Terminal optimization

[0028] A 4th example is a trie for use in a database application, the trie comprising one or more nodes, wherein a
parent node comprised by the trie, preferably at least each parent node which has more than one child node, comprises
a bitmap; a node, preferably each child node is associated with a key portion; and the value of the key portion of a child
node, preferably of at least each child node whose parent has more than one child nodes, is determined by the value
of a bit (set) in a bitmap comprised by the parent node with which bit the child node is associated. The trie is characterized
in that a node, preferably each node which has only one child node and all whose descendant nodes have at most one
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child node is marked as a terminal-branch node, and the value of the key portion associated with a descendant node,
preferably each descendant node, of a terminal-branch node, preferably of each terminal-branch node, is not determined
by the value of a bit (set) in a bitmap comprised by the parent node of the descendant node.
[0029] According to a 5th example, in the 4th example, the terminal-branch node has more than one descendant node.
[0030] According to a 6th example, in the 4th or the 5th examples, the parent of the terminal-branch node has more
than one child node.
[0031] According to a 7th example, in the 4th to 6th examples, the marking as a terminal-branch node is a bitmap with
no bits set.
[0032] According to an 8th example, in the 7th example, the bitmap of the terminal-branch node has the same length
or format as a bitmap comprised by a parent node which has more than one child node.
[0033] According to a 9th example, in any one of the 4th to the 8th examples, a terminal branch node, preferably each
terminal branch node comprised by the trie and/or a descendant node, preferably each descendant node, of the terminal-
branch node, does not comprise a pointer to its child node, and/or the child node is stored in a predefined position in
memory relative to the parent node, preferably in a position in memory directly behind the parent node.
[0034] According to a 10th example, in any one of the 4th to 9th examples, the value of the key portion associated with
a descendant node, preferably each descendant node, of a terminal-branch node, preferably of each terminal-branch
node, is comprised by the parent node of the descendant node.
[0035] According to a 11th example, in any one of the 4th to 10th examples, the values of the key portions associated
with the descendant nodes, preferably all descendant nodes, of a terminal-branch node, preferably of each terminal-
branch node, are stored consecutively after the terminal-branch node.
[0036] According to a 12th example, in any one of the 4th to the 11th examples, the encoding of the value of the key
portion associated with a descendant node, preferably each descendant node, of a terminal-branch node, preferably of
each terminal-branch node requires less memory space than a bitmap comprised by a parent node which has more
than one child node.
[0037] According to a 13th example, in any one of the 4th to 12th examples, the value of the key portion associated
with a descendant node, preferably each of the descendant nodes, of a terminal-branch node, preferably of each terminal-
branch node, is encoded as a binary number.
[0038] According to a 14th example, in any one of the 4th to 13th examples, the bitmap comprised by a parent node,
preferably each parent node which has more than one child node, has 32, 64, 128 or 256 bits, and the key portion
associated with a descendant node, preferably each of the descendant nodes, of a terminal-branch node, preferably of
each terminal-branch node is encoded by 5, 6, 7, or 8 bits, respectively.
[0039] According to a 15th example, in any one of the 4th to 14th examples, the value of the key portion associated
with a descendant node, preferably each of the descendant nodes, of a terminal-branch node, preferably of each of the
terminal-branch nodes, is encoded as an integer value.
[0040] According to a 16th example, in any one of the 4th to 14th examples, a descendant node of the terminal-branch
node which is a parent node, preferably each descendant node which is a parent node, does not comprise a bitmap in
which a set bit determines the value of the key portion associated with its child node.
[0041] According to a 17th example, in any one of the 4th to 16th examples, a parent node comprised by the trie,
preferably at least each parent node which has more than one child node, comprises one or more pointers, wherein
each pointer is associated with a bit set in the bitmap comprised by the parent node and points to a child node of the
parent node.
[0042] According to an 18th example, in any one of the 4th to 17th examples, the trie is a trie according to any one of
the 1st or 2nd examples.

Bitmap compression

[0043] A 19th example is a trie for use in a database application, the trie comprising one or more nodes, wherein a
node, preferably at least each parent node which has more than one child node, comprises a bitmap in the form of a
logical bitmap and a number of pointers, wherein each pointer is associated with a bit set in the logical bitmap and points
to a child node of the node. The trie is characterized in that the logical bitmap is divided into a plurality of sections and
encoded by a header bitmap and a number of content bitmaps; wherein each section is associated with a bit in the
header bitmap; and wherein for each section of the logical bitmap in which one or more bits are set, the bit associated
with the section in the header bitmap is set and the section is stored as a content bitmap.
[0044] According to a 20th example, in the 19th example, for each section of the logical bitmap in which no bit is set,
the bit associated with the section in the header bitmap is not set and the section is not stored as a content bitmap.
[0045] According to a 21st example, in any one of the 19th or 20 examples, each of the sections is coherent.
[0046] According to a 22nd example, in any one the 19th to 21st examples, all sections have the same size.
[0047] According to a 23rd example, in the 22nd example, the size of the sections is one byte.
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[0048] According to a 24th example, in any one of the 19th to 23rd examples, the amount of sections stored as a content
bitmap is equal to the number of bits set in the header bitmap.
[0049] According to a 25th example, in any one of the 19th to 24th examples, the size of the header bitmap is one byte.
[0050] According to a 26th example, in any one of the 19th to 25th examples, the content bitmaps are stored in a
predefined position in memory relative to the header bitmap.
[0051] According to a 27th example, in any one of the 19th to 26th examples, the content bitmaps of the logical bitmap
are stored in an array, in a list, or in consecutive physical or virtual memory locations.
[0052] According to a 28th example, in any one of the 19th to 27th examples, the content bitmaps are stored in the
same or inverse order in which the set bits associated with their sections are arranged in the header bitmap.
[0053] According to a 29th example, in any one of the 19th to 28th examples, the rank of a content bitmap within all
content bitmaps of the logical bitmap corresponds to the rank of the set bit associated with the section of the content
bitmap, within all set bits in the header bitmap.
[0054] According to a 30th example, in any one of the 19th to 29th examples, a pointer comprised by a node, preferably
each pointer of a node and/or of each node which is not a leaf node, is encoded in the way of the encoding that is defined
for logical bitmaps in any one of the 19th to 29th examples.
[0055] According to a 31st example, in any one of the 19th to 30th examples, the trie is a trie in any one of the 1st to
18th examples.
[0056] According to a 32nd example, in any one of the 19th to 31st examples, a node, preferably each child node is
associated with a key portion and the path from the root node to another node in the trie, in particular to a leaf node,
defines a key, the key being a concatenation of the key portions associated with the nodes in the path.

Keys comprising control information

[0057] A 33rd example is a trie for use in a database application, the trie comprising one or more nodes, wherein a
node, preferably each child node, is associated with a key portion, and the path from the root node to another node in
the trie, in particular to a leaf node, defines a key with which the node is associated, the key being a concatenation of
the key portions associated with the nodes on the path. The trie is characterized in that the key comprises control
information and content information.
[0058] According to a 34th example, in the 33rd example, the key comprises one or more key parts comprising content
information, and for each of the key parts, the control information comprises a data type information element specifying
the data type of the content information comprised by the key part.
[0059] According to a 35th example, in the 34th example, a key part, preferably each key part, comprises the data type
information element which specifies the data type of the content information comprised by the key part.
[0060] According to a 36th example, in the 35th example, the data type information element is located by the content
information element, preferably before the content information element.
[0061] According to a 37th example, in the 34th example, the data type information elements are located together, and
preferably arranged in the same or inverse order as the content information elements whose data types they specify.
[0062] According to a 38th example, in the 37th example, the control information is located before the content information
in the key.
[0063] According to a 39th example, in any one of the 34th to 38th examples, the key comprises two or more key parts
comprising content information of different data types.
[0064] According to a 40th example, in any one of the 34th to 39th examples, at least one of the data types is a data
type of fixed size.
[0065] According to a 41st example, in the 40th example, the data type of fixed size is an integer, long integer, or a
double precision floating point or a time/date primitive.
[0066] According to a 42nd example, in any one of the 34th to 41st examples, at least one of the data types is a data
type of variable size.
[0067] According to a 43rd example, in the 42nd example, the data type of variable size is a character string, preferably
a Unicode character string, or a variable precision integer.
[0068] According to a 44th example, in any one of the 34th to 43rd examples, the information of a key part is contained
by two or more key portions.
[0069] According to a 45th example, in any one of the 34th to 44th examples, the data type of the content information
comprised by a key part is a data type of variable size and the end of the content information element is marked by a
specific symbol or by a specific bit in a specific one of the key portions containing the key part.
[0070] According to a 46th example, in any one of the 34th to 45th examples, the control information comprises infor-
mation identifying the last key part.
[0071] According to a 47th example, in any one of the 33rd to 46th examples, the control information comprises infor-
mation on whether the trie is used to store a dynamic set or an associative array.
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[0072] According to a 48th example, in any one of the 33th to 47th examples, the trie is a trie according to any one of
1st to 32nd examples.
[0073] According to a 49th example, in any one of the 33rd to 48th examples, a node, preferably at least each parent
node which has more than one child node, comprises a bitmap and a number of pointers, wherein each pointer is
associated with a bit set in the bitmap and points to a child node of the node.

Interleaved multi-item keys

[0074] A 50th example is a trie for use in a database application, the trie comprising one or more nodes, wherein a
node, preferably each child node, is associated with a key portion; the path from the root node to another node in the
trie, in particular to a leaf node, defines a key with which the node is associated, the key being a concatenation of the
key portions associated with the nodes on the path. The trie is characterized in that two or more data items are coded
in a key, at last one or two, preferably each of the data items consisting of two or more components; and the key contains
two or more consecutive sections, at least one or two, preferably each of the sections comprising components of two
or more of the data items coded in the key.
[0075] According to a 51st example, in the 50th example, a section, preferably each of the sections of a key contains
at least and/or at most one component from each of the data items coded in the key.
[0076] According to a 52nd example, in any one of the 50th or 51st examples, for two or more, preferably for all sections
of a key, the components belonging to the different data items are ordered in the same sequence within the section.
[0077] According to a 53rd example, in any one of the 50th to 52nd examples, the order of the sections comprising the
components of a data item corresponds to an order of the components within the data item.
[0078] According to a 54th example, in any one of the 50th to 53rd examples, the key portion associated with a child
node, preferably with each of the child nodes corresponds to a part of a component of a data item.
[0079] According to a 55th example, in any one of the 50th to 53rd examples, the key portion associated with a child
node, preferably with each of the child nodes corresponds to one component of a data item and/or a component,
preferably each component, of a data item, preferably each data item, corresponds to the key portion associated with
one child node of the trie.
[0080] According to a 56th example, in any one of the 50th to 53th examples, the key portion associated with a child
node, preferably with each of the child nodes corresponds to more than one component of a data item.
[0081] According to a 57th example, in any one of the 50th to 56th examples, two or more, preferably all of the data
items of a key have the same number of components.

Types of data items and components thereof

[0082] According to a 58th example, in any one of the 50th to 57th examples, two or more data items represent
geolocation data.
[0083] According to a 59th example, in any one of the 50th to 58th examples, a data item represents a longitude, or
latitude, or index, or a string of characters or a combination of two or more of these.
[0084] According to a 60th example, in any one of the 50th to 59th examples, the components of a data item are bit
groups of the binary encoding of the data item
[0085] According to a 61st example, in the 60th example, a bit group comprises 6 bits.
[0086] According to a 62nd example, in any one of the 50th to 61st examples, a data item is a number.
[0087] According to a 63rd example, in the 62nd example, the data item is an integer, a long integer, or a double long
integer.
[0088] According to a 64th example, in any one of the 62nd or 63rd examples, the data item is a 64-bit integer.
[0089] According to a 65th example, in any one of the 62nd to 64th examples, the components of the data item are digits.
[0090] According to a 66th example, in the 65th example, the digits have a predefined radix, preferably of 64.
[0091] According to a 67th example, in any one of the 50th to 66th examples, a data item is a string of characters.
[0092] According to a 68th example, in the 67th example, the components of the data item are single characters.
[0093] According to a 69th example, in any one of the 50th to 68th examples, a data item is an array of bytes.
[0094] According to a 70th example, in any one of the 50th to 69th examples, the trie is a trie according to any one of
the 1st to 49th examples.
[0095] According to a 71st example, in the 70th example, when dependent from the 34th example, a data item corre-
sponds to a key part or to the content information comprised by a key part.
[0096] According to a 72nd example, in any one of the 33rd to 71st examples, a node, preferably at least each parent
node which has more than one child node, comprises a bitmap and a number of pointers, wherein each pointer is
associated with a bit set in the bitmap and points to a child node of the node.
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General trie features

Bitmaps and memory details

[0097] According to a 73rd example, in any one of the 1st to 32nd, or 49th or 72nd examples, the bitmap is stored in
memory as an integer of predefined size.
[0098] According to a 74th example, in any one of the 1st to 32nd, or 49th or 72nd or 73rd examples, the size of the
bitmap is 32, 64, 128 or 256 bits.
[0099] According to a 75th example, in any one of the 1st to 32nd, or 49th or 72nd to 74th examples, the trie is suitable
for being stored and processed on a target computer system, and the size of the bitmap is equal to the bit width of the
registers of the CPU, the system bus, data bus and/or address bus of the target computer system.
[0100] According to a 76th example, in any one of the 1st to 32nd, or 49th or 72nd to 75th examples, the bitmap and/or
the pointers and/or the nodes of the trie are stored in an array, preferably in and array of long integers or of bytes, in a
list, or in consecutive physical or virtual memory locations.
[0101] According to a 77th example, in any one of the 1st to 16th, or 26th to 27th, or 76th examples, the memory is or
comprises physical or virtual memory, preferably continuous memory.

Pointers

[0102] According to a 78th example, in any one of the 1st to 32nd, or 49th or 72nd to 77th examples, the amount of
pointers comprised by a parent node, preferably at least of each parent node having more than one child node, is equal
to the amount of bits set in a bitmap comprised by said parent node.
[0103] According to a 79th example, in any one of the 1st to 32nd, or 49th or 72nd to 78th examples, the rank of a pointer
within all pointers of a parent node corresponds to the rank of the pointer’s associated set bit within all set bits in the
bitmap of the parent node.
[0104] According to an 80th example, in any one of the 1st to 32nd, or 49th or 72nd to 79th examples, the pointers are
stored in the same or inverse order as the bits are set in the bitmap.
[0105] According to an 81st example, in any one of the 1st to 33rd, or 49th or 72nd to 80th examples, a pointer comprised
by a parent node points to a bitmap comprised by the child node.
[0106] According to an 82nd example, in any one of the 1st to 33rd, or 49th or 72nd to 81st examples, the number of
pointers comprised by a leaf node, preferably of each leaf node of the trie, is zero.

Key portions

[0107] According to an 83rd example, in any one of the 3rd or 33rd to 82nd examples, the value of the key portion of a
child node, preferably of at least each child node whose parent has more than one child nodes, is determined by the
value of a bit (set) in the bitmap comprised by the parent node with which bit the child node is associated.
[0108] According to an 84th example, in any one of the 4th to 18th, or 83rd examples, the maximum amount of different
values available for the key portion is defined by the size of the bitmap.
[0109] According to an 85th example, in any one of the 4th to 18th, or 83rd or 84th examples, the size of the bitmap
defines the possible alphabet for the key portion.
[0110] According to an 86th example, in any one of the 3rd or 32nd to 85th, each key portion in the trie is capable of
storing a value of a same predefined size.
[0111] According to an 87th example, in the 86th example, the predefined size corresponds to a 5-bit, 6-bit, 7-bit or 8-
bit value.

Key coding for efficient range queries

[0112] According to an 88th example, in any of the preceding examples, the coding of a value of a data item, preferably
the values of all data items, is obtained by converting the data type of a data item into an offset binary representation
consisting in an unsigned integer.
[0113] According to an 89th example, in the 88th example, the integer is a long integer.
[0114] According to a 90th example, in any one of the 88th or 89th examples, if the data type of the data item is a
floating point number, the coding is obtained by converting the data type of the data item into an offset binary represen-
tation.
[0115] According to a 91st example, in any one of the 88th to 90th examples, if the data type of the data item is a two’s
complement signed integer, the coding is obtained by converting the data type of the data item into an offset binary
representation.
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Other

[0116] According to a 92nd example, in any one of the preceding examples, the trie stores a dynamic set or an
associative array.

Boolean operations on Tries

[0117] A 93rd example is a method of performing a database query comprising combining two or more sets of keys
stored in a database or sets of result keys of a database query, the method using a logical operation and comprising
the steps of: obtaining as input tries two or more tries storing the two or more sets of keys or result keys; combining the
input tries using the logical operation to obtain the set of keys associated with the nodes of a resulting trie; and providing
as an output the set of keys associated with the nodes of the resulting trie, or a subset of the keys associated with the
nodes of the resulting trie, in particular the keys associated with the leaves of the resulting trie, or a set of keys or values
derived from the keys associated with the nodes of the resulting trie; wherein

- a trie comprises one or more nodes, each child node is associated with a key portion, and the path from the root
node to another node in the trie defines a key with which the node is associated, the key being a concatenation of
the key portions associated with the nodes on the path;

- if the logical operation is a difference, the parent nodes of the resulting trie are the parent nodes of the first input
trie, and the leaves of a parent node of the resulting trie are the combination, using the logical operation, of the set
of child nodes of the corresponding parent node in the first input trie and the sets of child nodes of any corresponding
parent nodes in the other input tries, and

- if the logical operation is not a difference, the set of child nodes of each node in the resulting trie is the combination,
using the logical operation, of the sets of child nodes of the corresponding nodes in the input tries; and

- two or more nodes of different tries correspond to each other if the keys associated with the nodes of the different
tries are identical.

[0118] According to a 94th example, in the 93rd example, the set of keys provided as an output is provided in a trie.
[0119] According to a 95th example, in the 93rd example, the set of keys provided as an output is provided by a cursor
or iterator.

Combining step

[0120] According to a 96th example, in any of the 93rd to 95th examples, the step of combining the input tries comprises
performing a combination function for the root node of the resulting trie; wherein performing the combination function
for an input node of the resulting trie comprises

- determining the set of child nodes for the input node of the resulting trie by combining the sets of child nodes of the
nodes of the input tries which correspond to the input node of the resulting trie, using the logical operation; and

- performing the combination function for each of the child nodes determined for the input node of the resulting trie.

[0121] According to a 97th example, in any one of the 93rd to 96th examples, the step of combining the input tries is
performed using a depth first traversal, a breadth first traversal, or a combination thereof.
[0122] According to a 98th example, in the 97th example, performing the step of combining the input tries in depth first
traversal comprises performing the combination function for one of the child nodes of the input node and traversing the
sub-trie formed by that child node before the combination function is performed for the next sibling node of that child node.
[0123] According to a 99th example, in any one of the 97th or 98th examples, performing the step of combining the
input tries in breadth first traversal comprises performing the combination function for each of the child nodes determined
for the input node of the resulting trie and determining a set of child nodes for each of the child nodes determined for
the input node of the resulting trie before performing the combination function for any of the grandchild nodes of the
input node of the resulting trie.

Bitmaps

[0124] According to a 100th example, in any one of the 93rd to 99th examples, a node in an input trie, preferably at
least all parent nodes in an input trie comprise a bitmap.
[0125] According to a 101st example, in the 100th example, the value of the key portion of a child node in a trie is
determined by the value of a bit (set) in the bitmap comprised by the parent node with which bit the child node is associated.
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[0126] According to a 102nd example, in any one of the 100th or 101st examples, the combination of child nodes of
the input tries, using the logical operation, comprises combining the bitmaps of each of the child nodes of the input tries,
using the logical operation.
[0127] According to a 103rd example, in the 102nd example, combining the bitmaps comprises obtaining a combined
bitmap, and the step of determining the result of the combination is performed on the basis of the combined bitmap.

Logical operations

[0128] According to a 104th example, in any one of the 93rd to 103rd examples, the logical operation is an intersection,
a union, a difference, or an exclusive disjunction.
[0129] According to a 105th example, in the 104th example, using the logical operation comprises combining using an
AND Boolean operator, an OR Boolean operator, or an XOR Boolean operator.
[0130] According to a 106th example, in any one of the 100th to 103rd examples, and the 105th embodiment, using the
logical operation comprises combining the bitmaps of nodes using a bitwise AND Boolean operator, a bitwise OR Boolean
operator, a bitwise AND NOT Boolean operator, or a bitwise XOR Boolean operator.

Combinations of Boolean trie operations

[0131] According to a 107th example, in any one of the 93rd to 106th examples, one or more of the input tries are the
output of a method of performing a database query as described herein, using the same or different logical operation.

Virtual tries

[0132] According to a 108th example, in any one of the 93rd to 106th examples, one or more of the input tries is a virtual
trie which is dynamically generated during the operation of combining the input tries.
[0133] According to a 109th example, in the 108th example, at least, and preferably at most, those parts of the virtual
trie are dynamically generated which are required for combining the input tries using the logical operation.

Range queries

[0134] A 110th example is a method of performing a range query on a set of keys stored in a database or a set of
result keys of a database query, the method comprising the steps of obtaining the definitions of one or more ranges;
and performing the method of performing a database query of any one of the 93rd to 109th examples, wherein one input
trie is an input set trie which stores the set of keys or the set of result keys to be searched for the one or more ranges;
another input trie is a range trie which stores all the values included in the one or more ranges of which the definitions
have been obtained; and the logical operation is an intersection.
[0135] According to a 111th example, in the 110th example, a range is a set of discrete ordered values comprising all
the values between a first value and a second value of a certain data type.
[0136] According to a 112th example, in the 111th example, the range comprises the first and/or second values.
[0137] According to a 113th embodiment, in any of the 110th to 112th examples, a range trie is a virtual trie as defined
in any one of the 108th or 109th examples.

One-item input set tries

[0138] According to a 114th example, in any one of the 110th to 112th examples, the keys associated with the leaves
of the input set trie code one data item of a specific data type.
[0139] According to a 115th example, in the 114th example, the definitions of one or more ranges comprise definitions
of one or more ranges for the one data item.

Multi-item input set tries

[0140] According to a 116th example/embodiment, in any one of the 110th to 113th examples/embodiments, the keys
associated with the leaves of the input set trie code two or more data items of a specific data type.
[0141] According to a 117th example/embodiment, in the 116th example/embodiment, the definitions of one or more
ranges comprise definitions of one or more ranges for one or more of the data items.
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Obtaining multi-item range tries from single-item range tries

[0142] According to a 118th example/embodiment, in the 116th or 117th examples/embodiments, the range trie is a
multi-item range trie obtained by combining a single-item range trie for each of the data items coded by the keys associated
with the leaves of the input set trie, which single-item range trie for a data item stores all the values included in one or
more ranges of the data item.
[0143] According to a 119th example/embodiment, in the 118th example/embodiment, the combining of the single-item
range tries is performed within the function which implements the combining of the input set trie with the multi-item range
trie.
[0144] According to a 120th example/embodiment, in the 118th example/embodiment, the combining of the single-item
range tries is performed by a function which provides the multi-item range trie as an input to the function which implements
the combining of the input set trie with the multi-item range trie.
[0145] According to a 121st embodiment, in any one of the 118th to 120th example/embodiments, a single-item range
trie is a virtual range trie as defined in any one of the 108th or 109th embodiments.
[0146] According to a 122nd embodiment, in any one of the 118th to 121st examples/embodiments, the single-item
range trie for each data item for which no definition of a range is obtained stores the entire range of possible values of
the data item.
[0147] According to a 123rd embodiment, in any one of the 118th to 122nd examples/embodiments, the multi-item
range trie stores all combinations of the values of the data items stored in the single-item range tries.

Structure of the range tries

[0148] According to a 124th example/embodiment, in any one of the 109th to 123rd examples/embodiments, a range
trie has the same structure or format as the input set trie.
[0149] According to a 125th example/embodiment, in the 124th example/embodiment, the keys associated with the
leaves of a range trie code the data items of the same data type as the keys associated with the leaves of the input set trie.
[0150] According to a 126th example/embodiment, in any one of the 124th or 125th examples/embodiments, in a range
trie, a data item of a certain data type or a component of such a data item is coded in nodes of the same level as the
corresponding data item or component of the data item in the input set trie.

Output of the range query

[0151] According to a 127th example/embodiment, in any one of the 109th to 126th examples/embodiments, the method
provides as an output a set of keys associated with the leaves of the input set trie.
[0152] According to a 128th example/embodiment, in any one of the 116th to 126th embodiments, the method provides
as an output a set of reduced-item keys coding a subset of the data items coded by the keys associated with the leaves
of the input set trie.
[0153] According to a 129th example/embodiment, in the 128th example/embodiment, the sets of reduced-item keys
which are obtained, as a result of the combining of the input set trie with the range trie, from different branches of the
input set trie which are related to data items not coded in the reduced-item keys are merged prior to providing the output.
[0154] According to a 130th example/embodiment, in any one of the 128th or 129th examples/embodiments, the set
of reduced-item keys obtained as a result of the operation of combining the input set trie with the range trie is written
into a newly created trie, thereby eliminating duplicate keys, prior to providing the output.

Trie data structure

[0155] According to a 131st example/embodiment, in any one of the 93rd to 130th examples/embodiments, a trie is a
trie according to any one of the 1st to 92nd examples.

Different categories of inventions

[0156] A 132nd example is a computer-implemented method of using the trie of any one of the 1st to 92nd examples
in a database application or information retrieval system, in particular for storing keys or keys and values, for storing
result keys or keys and values of a query, or for storing input keys or keys and values for a query.
[0157] A 133rd example is a computer-implemented method of generating the trie of any one of the 1st to 92nd examples.
[0158] A 134th example/embodiment of the invention is a computer program, in particular a database application
information retrieval system program, comprising instructions for performing the method of any one of the 93rd to 133rd

examples/embodiments.
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[0159] A 135th example/embodiment of the invention is a data-processing system comprising one or more processors
and memory, the data-processing system being configured to perform the method of any one of the 93rd to 133rd

examples/embodiments.
[0160] A 136th example/embodiment of the invention is a computer readable medium having stored thereon the com-
puter program of the 134th example/embodiment.

Brief description of the drawings

[0161] In the following, the invention will be described in greater detail in connection with the preferred embodiments
or examples and with reference to the drawings, in which

Fig. 1 shows an example of a trie data structure used in prior art databases;
Fig. 2 shows another example of a trie data structure used in the prior art;
Fig. 3 shows a prior art implementation of the trie data structure of Fig. 2;
Fig. 4 shows another prior art implementation of the trie data structure of Fig. 2;
Fig. 5 shows another prior art implementation of the trie data structure of Fig. 2;
Fig. 6 illustrates how the child pointer of a node is determined in prior art tries;
Fig. 7A-7C show how leaf nodes are stored in maps and the "last" bitmaps are stored in sets in tries;
Fig. 8 provides an example of a trie where a first space optimization is efficient;
Fig. 9 illustrates the first space optimization;
Fig. 10 provides an example of a trie where a second space optimization is efficient;
Fig. 11 shows the general storage configuration of the second space optimization;
Fig. 12 illustrates the second space optimization;
Fig. 13 illustrates how the nodes of tries which have been space optimized are accessed in a uniform fashion;
Fig. 14A-14C illustrate the insertion of keys into a trie which has been space optimized;
Fig. 15 shows the results of experiments conducted to measure the efficiency of the first and second space

optimizations;
Fig. 16 illustrates a third space optimization;
Fig. 17 shows the results of experiments conducted to measure the efficiency of the third space optimization;
Fig. 18 shows a first way of arranging control and content information in a key to be stored in a trie;
Fig. 19 shows a second way of arranging control and content information in a key to be stored in a trie;
Fig. 20 shows an example of a key encoding;
Fig. 21 shows a trie storing a key encoded;
Fig. 22 shows an example of a two-dimensional key with value (X = 12, Y = 45);
Fig. 23 gives an example of how the key shown in Fig. 21 can be stored in a trie;
Fig. 24 shows the phases of database query processing in the prior art;
Fig. 25 shows an exemplary query execution plan used in prior art databases;
Fig. 26 shows an operator control and data flow according to a query execution model in prior art databases;
Fig. 27 shows a tuple-at-a-time processing according to a query execution model of prior art databases;
Fig. 28 shows an operator-at-a-time processing according to a query execution model of prior art databases;
Fig. 29 shows a trie control and data flow according to the query execution model;
Fig. 30 shows an example for applying an intersection operator on two tries ;
Fig. 31 shows two example tries on which an intersection operation will be performed;
Fig. 32 shows a bitwise AND operation performed on bitmaps of the two example tries of Fig 31, on levels 1

and 2;
Fig. 33 shows branch skipping during the intersection operation on the two tries of Fig. 31;
Fig. 34 shows the resulting trie of the intersection operation on the two tries of Fig. 31;
Fig. 35 shows an example for applying a union operator on two tries ;
Fig. 36 shows the resulting trie of the union operation on the two tries of Fig. 35;
Fig. 37 shows an example for applying a difference operator on two tries ;
Fig. 38 illustrates the interworking of an intersection operator, an input set trie and a range trie in a range query

according to the invention;
Fig. 39 illustrates an example of the method of performing a range query according to the invention;
Fig. 40 illustrates an example of the method of performing a two-dimensional range query according to the

invention;
Fig. 41 shows how the one-dimensional range tries of Fig. 40 are combined in an interleaved manner;
Fig. 42 shows the interleaved range trie obtained as a result of Fig. 41;
Fig. 43 shows how the one-dimensional range tries of Fig. 40 are combined in a non-interleaved manner;
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Fig. 44 shows the non-interleaved range trie obtained as a result of Fig. 43;
Fig. 45 shows which nodes of the input set trie of Fig. 40 are visited during the range query if the input set trie

is stored in a non-interleafed manner;
Fig. 46 shows which nodes of the input set trie of Fig. 40 are visited during the range query if the input set trie

is stored in an interleafed manner;
Fig. 47 illustrates a two-dimensional range query according to the invention with one-dimensional output;
Fig. 48 shows the one-dimensional output of the range query of Fig. 47;
Fig. 49 illustrates the specification of an experimental geodata search query for all locations within a small

rectangle in the area of Munich;
Fig. 50 illustrates the remaining records loaded into the database for performing a first series of experimental

geodata search queries;
Fig. 51 illustrates the remaining records loaded into the database for performing a second series of experimental

geodata search queries;
Fig. 52 illustrates the interim result sets and the final result set determined by the experimental geodata search

queries;
Fig. 53 shows performance measurement results for a prior art approach;
Fig. 54 illustrates an abstract view on non-interleaved 2-dimensional index tries used in a standard indexing

approach ;
Fig. 55 illustrates the use of a multi-OR operator in the standard indexing approach ;
Fig. 56 provides an overview of the components used in the standard indexing approach ;
Fig. 57 shows performance measurement results for the standard indexing approach ;
Fig. 58 shows an example of a first level index for a variable precision indexing approach ;
Fig. 59 shows an example of a second level index for the variable precision indexing approach ;
Fig. 60 shows performance measurement results for the variable precision indexing ;
Fig. 61 illustrates how portions of a two-item keys stored in an interleaved manner are combined with each

other or with portions of a range trie in a two-dimensional indexing approach ;
Fig. 62 shows performance measurement results for the two-dimensional indexing approach ;
Fig. 63 shows the structure of an index storing three-item keys for a singleindex indexing approach ;
Fig. 64 provides an overview of the components used in the single-index indexing approach ;
Fig. 65 shows performance measurement results for the single-index indexing approach ;
Fig. 66 shows the results of an experiment in which query performance was measured over increasing result

size;
Fig. 67 shows the results of Fig. 66 in a diagram with a logarithmic x-axis;
Fig. 68 shows the results of an experiment, in which indexing performance was measured over increasing

index size;
Fig. 69 shows the space requirements of different indexing approaches;
Fig. 70A-70C compare the indexing performance, index size, and query performance of databases using prior art

indexes with databases using indexes in information retrieval applications.

Detailed description of preferred embodiments of the invention and examples

[0162] Fig. 1 shows an example of a trie data structure used in databases according to the prior art. It illustrates a trie
data structure 101 in which each child node (i.e. all nodes except for the root node) is associated with a key portion,
whose value is indicated by a pointer from the parent node and selected from the alphabet {0...9}, i.e. the nodes on each
level except for the root node are associated with one decimal digit. The path from the root node to another node in the
trie defines a key with which the node is associated, the key being a concatenation of the key portions associated with
the nodes on path. Trie 101 "stores" the keys with values "007" and "042" because leaf node 107 of trie 101 is associated
with the key with value "007", and leaf node 108 of the trie 101 is associated with the key with value "042".
[0163] Root node 102 located on the first level 110 has one child node 104 being associated with a key portion of
value "0". Therefore, there is a pointer 103 from root node 102 to child node 104 located on the second level 111 of trie
101, which indicates a value of "0". From child node 104 on the second level, two different pointers point to nodes 105,
106 located on a third level 112, and from each of these nodes 105, 106, one further pointer points to leaf nodes 107,
108, respectively. The concatenation of the key portions of the nodes on the path from the root to the leaf nodes hence
results in the keys with values "007" and "042".
[0164] Fig. 2 illustrates a further example of a trie data structure used in the prior art. The trie data structure of this
example is similar to the one of Fig. 1, but has a larger alphabet of possible values of the key portions associated with
a node. In particular, Fig. 2 shows a 256-ary-trie data structure, wherein the representations of the key portion values
have a size of eight bits (or one byte).
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[0165] The trie data structure of Fig. 2 stores two different keys (has two different keys associated with its leave nodes),
"0000FD" and "002A02", and has four levels 210 to 214. A root node 202 located on the first level 210 has a pointer to
a child node 204 associated with a key portion value "00". Child node 204 comprises two pointers to the child nodes
205, 206, associated with key portion values "00" and "2A", respectively. Each of the child nodes 205, 206, located in
the third level 212, comprises one pointer to a leaf node 207, 208, respectively. Leaf nodes 207, 208 are located in the
fourth level 213. Leaf node 207 is associated with the key portion value "FD", and leaf node 208 is associated with the
key portion value "02".
[0166] Fig. 3 illustrates a prior art implementation of the trie data structure of Fig. 2. The nodes with the associated
pointers are entirely allocated in memory. Thus, in this scenario, even empty (nil) pointers occupy memory space. For
example, root node 302 has 256 pointers allocated in its array 306, wherein only one pointer 303, associated with the
key portion value "00" and pointing to a child node 304, is not empty. The child nodes are implemented in the same fashion.
[0167] Fig. 4 depicts an exemplary implementation of the trie data structure of Fig. 2 providing a known solution for
a more efficient use of memory space, avoid storing empty (null) pointers. The solution consists in storing lists of non-
empty pointers only, with their respective key portion values, instead of arrays containing all possible pointers. For
example, root node 402 having one child node associated with the key portion value "00" comprises a list with one entry.
The list entry comprises a key portion value 403 and an associated pointer 404 pointing to the child node 405. The other
child nodes are implemented accordingly.
[0168] Fig. 5 illustrates another exemplary implementation of the trie data structure of Fig. 2 providing a known solution
for the allocation problem, based on bitmaps which are used to mark all non-empty pointers of a parent node. In other
words, a set bit in a bitmap marks a valid (non-empty) branch. Each parent node also comprises one or more pointers,
wherein each pointer is associated with a set bit in the bitmap and points to a child node of the parent node.
[0169] To determine the pointer of a child node, the amount of preceding child pointers has to be calculated. The offset
to find the pointer is the amount of least significant bits set in the bitmap before the target position, as is illustrated in
Fig. 6. This compact trie node structure eliminates the need for storing nil pointers, and at the same time allows for very
fast access.
[0170] The trie data structure of the example of Fig. 5 has an alphabet cardinality of 256, which results in a bitmap
size of 256 bits. In other words, each bitmap can identify 256 pointers for 256 different key portion values (or child nodes).
With 256 different values, 8 bits (28) or one byte can be encoded.
[0171] Root node 502 has one bit set in its bitmap, representing the key portion value "00". Thus, root node 502
comprises only one pointer 503 to a child node 504, the child node being associated with the key portion with value "00".
Child node 504 has two bits 505, 507 set in its bitmap, namely the bits representing the key portion values "2A" and
"00". Thus, child node 504 comprises two pointers 507 and 508, which point to the respective child nodes 509, 510.
[0172] Pointer 506 associated with the bit in the bitmap having the value "2A" is addressed by calculating how many
least significant bits are set starting from the bit 505 representing the key portion value "2A". In this case, there is only
one least significant bit set, namely bit 506, so it can be determined that there is an offset of one pointer and that the
pointer we are looking for is the second pointer comprised by child node 504.

General features of the preferred embodiments or examples of tries

[0173] Like all tries, the tries or trie data structures in this application comprise one or more nodes. As in the prior art
tries described above with reference to Fig. 1 to 6, a node, preferably each child node of a trie of the preferred examples
is associated with a key portion, wherein the path from the root node to another node in the trie, in particular to a leaf
node, defines a key, the key being a concatenation of the key portions associated with the nodes in the path. The root
node is not associated with a key portion, and it will be understood that a trie may comprise further nodes which are not
associated with a key portion, e.g. because they serve other purposes. E.g., the number of entries in a subtree could
be stored in such a node, for avoiding or accelerating count operations, which normally require traversing the whole tree.
[0174] In preferred examples of the tries, a node, preferably at least each parent node which has more than one child
node, comprises a bitmap and a number of pointers. Each pointer is associated with a bit which is set in the bitmap and
points to a child node of the node. Typically a bit is "set" in a bitmap if its value is "1". However, in particular examples
a bit may count as "set" if its value is "0". A bit in a bitmap counts as "set" herein if its value corresponds to the value
which is associated with the notion that the bit in the bitmap marks a valid branch, as has been explained above with
reference to the prior art tries shown in Fig. 5.
[0175] Preferably, the bitmap is stored in memory as an integer of predefined size. Furthermore, the size of the bitmap
is preferably 32, 64, 128 or 256 bits. Performance of the operations of the target computer system storing and processing
the trie can be increased by choosing the size of the bitmap such that it is equal to the bit width of the registers of the
CPU, the system bus, data bus and/or address bus of the target computer system.
[0176] For example, as mentioned above, the memory address of a pointer associated with a bit which is set in the
bitmap can be calculated based on the number of least significant bits set in the bitmap. This determination can be made
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using a CTPOP (count population) operation that determines the number of set bits. However, since in modern CPUs
long integers are 64 bits wide, CTPOP works only on 64 bits. This means for the prior art tries using a bitmap of 256
bits that the operation is performed up to four times (4 x 64 = 256). Alternatively, prior art tries store the total bitcounts
of the preceding bitmaps with the first three bitmaps. The number of least significant bits can then be calculated as
CTPOP of the last group of bits + bitcount of the precededing groups of bits.
[0177] Since currently in most computer systems the system bit width is 64 bits, a bitmap size of 64 bits is currently
the most preferred size and was used by the inventor for his example implementations of the invention. This results in
a 64-ary trie, which means that every node can store symbols of an alphabet of 64 symbols, that is it can encode 6 bits
(26 = 64). As will be explained below, tries according to examples may use several nodes and their associated key
portions to store the information comprised by a primitive data type. For example, for storing a key represented by a 64-
bit long integer, a 64-ary trie with 11 levels is required (11 ∗ 6 Bits >= 64).
[0178] The bitmaps and/or the pointers may be stored, e.g., in an array, in a list, or in consecutive physical or virtual
memory locations. Note that whenever the term "memory" is used herein, it may refer to physical or virtual memory,
preferably continuous memory. In preferred examples, a long integer (64 bits) is used for representing the bitmap, and
also for representing each of the child pointers. Instead of allocating nodes separately in memory, the nodes are stored
in an array of long integers, and instead of having memory pointers for nodes, the current node is specified by an index
into this array. A child pointer may be an index of the node position in the array. When traversing the trie, the offset to
find the index of a child node based on the current node index is then the amount of least significant bits set in the bitmap
before the target position plus one for the bitmap.
[0179] Preferred examples work with several such arrays. One part, e.g. the lower part of a pointer is the index within
the array, and another part of the pointer, e.g. the higher part is the reference to an array. This is done for memory
management reasons, because it is not always possible to allocate an array of arbitrarily large size. In Java for example,
the size of an array is limited to 32 bit integers, and this results in an array size of 231 (only positive values) = 2,147,483,648.
However, many real-world applications require arrays comprising 16 MB or more, which corresponds to 2 million entries
for a 64-bit long integer array.
[0180] Like in the prior art trie of Fig. 5 and 6, a parent node, preferably at least each parent node having more than
one child node, comprises typically an amount of pointers which is equal to the amount of bits set in a bitmap comprised
by said parent node. For example, node 504 in Fig. 5 has a bitmap with two bits 505, 506 set and comprises two pointers
507, 508. The rank of a pointer within all pointers of a parent node preferably corresponds to the rank of the pointer’s
associated set bit within all set bits in the bitmap of the parent node. E.g., in parent node 504 of Fig. 5, the first pointer
507 corresponds to the first set bit 505 of the bitmap, and the second pointer 508 corresponds to the second set bit 506.
The pointers are typically stored in the same or inverse order as the bits are set in the bitmap. Each of them preferably
points to (an address of) a bitmap comprised by the child node, as is shown e.g. below in Fig. 9 and 12, for example the
starting address of this bitmap.
[0181] Like in the prior art trie of Fig. 5 or Fig. 6, the value of the key portion of a child node of a trie of preferred
examples, preferably of at least each child node whose parent has more than one child nodes, is determined by the
value of a bit (set) in a bitmap comprised by the parent node with which bit the child node is associated. The maximum
amount of different values available for the key portion is thus typically defined by the size of the bitmap, and/or the size
of the bitmap defines the possible alphabet for the key portion.
[0182] In the preferred examples, each key portion in the trie is capable of storing a value of a same predefined size,
e.g. a 5-bit value (if the size of the bitmap is 32 bits), a 6-bit value (if the size of the bitmap is 64 bits), a 7-bit value (if
the size of the bitmap is 128 bits) or 8-bit value (if the size of the bitmap is 256 bits). The alphabet of characters represented
by a node or key portion is the set of all possible bit groups having that size. For example, where a key portion is capable
of storing a 6-bit value, the alphabet is the set of all bit groups comprising 6 bits.
[0183] The trie data structures can be used for implementing key-value maps (also referred to as "associative arrays"),
where the values are stored in the leaf nodes, as well as key sets (also referred to as "dynamic sets"), where no data
is stored in the leaf nodes. Maps are used in cases where every key has only one value, to look up the value for a given
key, whereas sets are used for determining if a given set contains a given key. For both, set operations on keys (such
as union, intersection, or difference) are frequently required operations as well.
[0184] Fig. 7A to 7C show how leaf nodes are stored in maps and the "last" bitmaps are stored in sets in a compact
manner and such that all values can be accessed in constant time. Fig. 7A shows how a leaf node is stored for a key-
value-map with a larger and/or variable-sized value data type such as a longer string or text. As is shown in Fig. 7A, the
value is stored separately. The space which is required for the additional pointers idx to the value is negligible if the size
of the value is large in comparison with the size of the pointer.
[0185] Where the value data type is of fixed size, such as a date or an integer, it is more efficient to store the value
"inline" as is shown in Fig. 7B, e.g. directly behind the bitmap of their parent node. For example, a long-to-long map, i.e.
a map in which the keys are of type long integer and the values are also of the type long integer, can efficiently be
implemented by the trie data structures according to preferred examples with inlining. Inlining only works with fixed size
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value data types because in their case, the position can be calculated e.g. as CTPOP(bitmap & (bitpos - 1)) ∗ size. In
contrast, for variable sized value data types, all values entries would have to be gone through to determine the position.
[0186] Fig. 7C shows how inline storing of the "last" bitmaps can be used for sets. Since there is no value, the last
bitmaps are themselves inlined, without the need for pointers. Note that in the terminology used herein, these "last"
bitmaps on a physical level are part of the parent nodes of leaf nodes, but the bits set in these bitmaps indicate the value
of the key portions of leaf nodes on the logical level.
[0187] The trie data structure stores keys in an ordered manner, and therefore allows traversing keys in order. For
example, a 64-bit long integer key may be stored starting with the most significant 6-bits (or 4-bits, because 64 = 4 +
10∗6) to the least significant 6-bits. This way, integers are treated as unsigned long integers. For signed integers, which
are typically encoded using two’s complement, to have the correct ordering, they must be converted into an offset binary
representation, e.g. by adding 264-1 for 64-bit long integers. Floating point numbers are treated in a similar way. Therefore,
coding a value of a data item of the key, such as a floating point number or a two’s complement signed integer may
comprise converting the data type of the data item into an offset binary representation consisting in an unsigned integer,
e.g. an unsigned long integer.

Space-efficient trie data structures

[0188] In many application scenarios, use of memory space is inefficient. This is particularly true when the trie is
sparsely populated and/or degenerates to a chain of nodes, where each node has only a single child pointer.

Chained node optimization

[0189] The inventor found in empirical studies that for arbitrary keys, a trie in typical application scenarios has many
nodes with only a single child. This is because many keys share a common prefix, infix, or postfix. The prior art trie
degenerates in such a situation into chains of nodes with single child pointers, and the space efficiency of the prior art
trie data structure is low.
[0190] A first space optimization of the present invention eliminates child pointers when a node only has a single child,
i.e. in the bitmap comprised by a parent node, only a single bit is set. This approach is referred to herein as "chained
node optimization". An example of a trie where the chained node optimization is efficient is shown in Fig. 8. Leaf nodes
841, 842, 843 on level 4 of the trie share a common prefix comprising root node 800 on level 0, node 810 on level 1,
which is the only child node of root node 800, node 820 on level 2, which is the only child node of node 810, and node
830 on level 3, which is the only child node of node 280.
[0191] The first space optimization of the present invention applies to a trie comprising one or more nodes, wherein
a parent node comprised by the trie, preferably each parent node which has more than one child node, comprises a
bitmap and one or more pointers, wherein each pointer is associated with a bit set in the bitmap and points to a child
node of the parent node. The optimization is achieved by the fact that a parent node comprised by the trie, preferably
each parent node which has only one child node, does not comprise a pointer to the child node, and/or the child node
is stored in a predefined position in memory relative to the parent node. Preferably, a child node of a parent node having
only one child node is stored in a position in memory directly behind the parent node.
[0192] The first space optimization is illustrated in Fig. 9, which shows parts of a trie 910, before chained node
optimization, and parts of a trie 920, which corresponds to trie 910 after chained node optimization has been applied.
As in the preferred examples described above, the nodes in tries 910, 920 are stored in an array of long integers, which
is indicated by the expression "long[]" on the left hand side of the illustration of the parts of tries 910, 920.
[0193] Trie 910 comprises a first node 911 having only one single child, as indicated by the (64-bit wide) bitmap of
node 911, in which only one bit is set (1) and all other bits are unset (0). Like in the prior art tries, node 911 consequently
comprises one single pointer 914, a long integer which points to node 911’s child node, node 912. Node 912 has two
child nodes, not shown in Fig. 9, as is indicated by the two bits which are set in the (64-bit wide) bitmap of node 912,
and the two pointers 915, 916 comprised by node 912. As is indicated by the three dots ("... ") between node 911 and
node 912, node 912 will typically not be stored in a memory location directly behind node 911, but could be stored
anywhere in the array of long integers.
[0194] Trie 920 also comprises a first node, 921, having only one single child, as indicated by the (64-bit wide) bitmap
of node 921, in which only one bit is set (1) and all other bits are unset (0). However, in contrast to node 911 in trie 910,
node 921 in trie 920 does not comprise a pointer which points to node 921’s child node, node 922. Instead, node 922
is stored in a memory location directly behind node 921, as it is preferred, but alternatively could be stored anywhere in
the array of long integers as long as the position in memory relative to parent node 921 is predefined. E.g., child node
922 could be stored directly before parent node 921, or there could be another data object of fixed length between parent
node 921 and child node 922. Like node 912 of trie 910, node 912 of trie 920 has two child nodes, not shown in Fig. 9,
whose location in memory (in the array of long integers) is indicated by two pointers 925 and 926 comprised by node 922.
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[0195] In the example example of Fig. 9, where both the bitmap and each of the pointers comprised by a node are
represented by long integers, i.e. by the same data type or data types of the same length, the chained node optimization
according to the present invention reduces the memory space required for storing a node with one single child node by
50%.

Terminal Optimization

[0196] A second space optimization of the present invention provides for a more compact representation of the trie in
memory where the "ends" of a trie comprise chains or strings of single nodes, i.e. many keys which do not have a
common postfix. An example of a trie where the second space optimization is efficient is shown in Fig. 10. Each of the
leaf nodes 1041, 1042, 1043, 1044, 1045 of trie in Fig. 10 is part of an independent (non-common) postfix. Each postfix
comprises one node 1021, 1022, 1023, 1024, 1025 on level 3 of the trie, one node 1031, 1032, 1033, 1034, 1035 on
level 4 of the trie, and the one leaf node, on level 5. Each of the nodes 1021, 1022, 1023, 1024, 1025 on level 2 and
nodes 1031, 1032, 1033, 1034, 1035 on level 4 has only one single child.
[0197] According to the second space optimization, a node at the start of the string of single nodes is marked as a
"terminal branch node". In Fig. 10, the terminal branch nodes are nodes 1021, 1022, 1023, 1024, 1025 on level 3 of the
trie. The values of the key portions of the remaining nodes in the string are just stored consecutively in their "native" or
literal coding, rather than being determined by the value of a bit (set) in a bitmap comprised by their parent nodes. This
approach is referred to herein as "terminal optimization".
[0198] The second space optimization of the present invention therefore applies to a trie comprising one or more
nodes, wherein a parent node comprised by the trie, preferably at least each parent node which has more than one child
node, comprises a bitmap; a node, preferably each child node is associated with a key portion; and the value of the key
portion of a child node, preferably of at least each child node whose parent has more than one child nodes, is determined
by the value of a bit (set) in a bitmap comprised by the parent node with which bit the child node is associated.
[0199] In Ph. Bagwell, "Fast And Space Efficient Trie Searches", Technical Report, EPFL, Switzerland (2000), where
nodes are allocated independently in memory, an approach called "tree tail compression" references with pointers to a
string node or a stores numeric values of terminal strings directly in the terminal branch node. However, this approach
is not space-efficient because offsets and node type (node with bitmap or node with character/pointer list) have to be
stored in a node.
[0200] The terminal optimization overcomes this problem by marking a node, preferably each node in the trie which
has only one child node and all whose descendant nodes have at most one child node as a terminal-branch node, by
a bitmap with no bits set. The terminal optimization uses the special quality of the bitmap comprised by the standard
nodes of the preferred examples that they always have at least one bit set. This is because a node with an all-zero
bitmap would be one without a child node, but a node without child nodes does not need to be represented in memory.
Therefore, a special meaning can be attributed to a bitmap where no bit is set, and the bitmap of the terminal-branch
node can have the same length or format as a bitmap comprised by a parent node which has more than one child node.
[0201] The value of the key portion associated with a descendant node, preferably each descendant node, of a terminal-
branch node, preferably of each terminal-branch node, is not determined by the value of a bit (set) in a bitmap comprised
by the parent node of the descendant node. Rather, the value of the key portion is encoded such that its representation
requires less memory space than a bitmap comprised by a parent node which has more than one child node. Typically,
the value of the key portion will be encoded as a binary number (numeral), such as an integer value. For example, where
the bitmap comprised by a standard node has 32, 64, 128 or 256 bits, respectively, the key portion associated with a
descendant node of a terminal-branch node is encoded by 5, 6, 7, or 8 bits, respectively.
[0202] The general storage configuration of a terminal optimization according to the preferred example is shown in
Fig. 11. A 64-bit wide bitmap in which no bit is set is followed by a number of (usually at least two) 6-bit key portions
coded as a binary number. However, in the preferred examples, each 6-bit key portion is stored in an 8-bit block (one
byte). This wastes some space because only 6 of available 8 bits are used, but converting from a 6 in 8 bits to 8 of 8
bits encoding and back increases the complexity of the implementation and decreases performance. Measurements
conducted by the inventor showed that the waste of space is acceptable and the space improvement by storing 8 of 8
bits is only marginal.
[0203] A terminal branch node and/or its descendent nodes do not need to comprise a pointer to their one child node
(if any) because the child node can be stored in a predefined position in memory relative to the parent node, preferably
directly behind the parent node, as is shown in Fig. 12. Furthermore, the values of the key portions associated with the
descendant nodes, preferably all descendant nodes, of a terminal-branch node, preferably of each terminal-branch node,
are stored consecutively after the terminal-branch node. Finally, as can be observed in Fig. 12, in the string of single
nodes, only for the terminal-branch node it is necessary that it has a bitmap, for marking the node as a terminal-branch
node, whereas none of the descendant nodes of the terminal-branch node need to comprise a bitmap, in particular a
bitmap in which a set bit determines the value of the key portion associated with its child node.
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[0204] As will become apparent from the example illustrated in Fig. 14C and discussed below, terminal optimization
according to the most preferred examples is more space-efficient than chain node optimization only in cases where the
terminal-branch node has more than one descendant node. Furthermore, the greatest space saving can be achieved if
already the first node in a string of single nodes is marked as a terminal-branch node, so that the parent of the terminal-
branch node has more than one child node.
[0205] The second space optimization is illustrated in Fig. 12, which shows parts of a trie 1210, before terminal
optimization, and parts of a trie 1220, which corresponds to trie 1210 after terminal optimization has been applied. The
nodes of tries 1210, 1220 are stored in an array of long integers again.
[0206] Trie 1210 comprises a first node 1211 having only one single child, as indicated by the bitmap of node 1111,
in which only one bit is set (1) and all other bits are unset (0). The one bit which is set has the value "60", as can be
seen from the fact that it is the fourth bit from the left in the 64-bit wide bitmap, in which the rightmost bit has a value of
"0" and the leftmost bit has a value of "63". Node 1211 comprises one single pointer 1213, a long integer which points
to node 1211’s child node, node 1212. As is indicated by the three dots ("...") between node 1211 and node 1212, node
1112 will typically not be stored in a memory location directly behind node 1111, but could be stored anywhere in the
array of long integers. Node 1212 also has one child node, as is indicated by the second bit from the right which is set
in the 64-bit wide bitmap of node 1212, the bit with value "01". However, since the child node of node 1212 is a leaf
node, node 1212 does not comprise a pointer to its child node, but a leaf part 1214, which may be a pointer or value for
a map (see Fig. 7A and 7B), or empty for a set (see Fig. 7C). The leaf node is not represented in memory. Note that a
particular "leaf indicator" is not necessary because in the preferred examples, the depth of the trie or the length of a key
stored in a trie is known.
[0207] As can be observed, node 1211 is a terminal-branch node because it has only one child node 1212, and all its
descendant nodes (1212 and 1212’s child node) have at most one child node (node 1212 has one child node, and node
1212’s child node has zero child nodes). Trie 1220 is obtained from trie 1210 as a result of the application of terminal
optimization. Node 1221 of trie 1220, which corresponds to node 1211 of trie 1210, has been marked as a terminal-
branch node by providing it with a 64-bit wide bitmap in which no bit is set. The value of the key portion associated with
its child node 1222, which corresponds to child node 1212 of trie 1211, is not determined by the value of a bit (set) in
the bitmap of node 1221. Rather, the value of the key portion is encoded as a binary number, such as an integer, which
is comprised by node 1221, as is indicated by the number "60" in Fig. 12. Such a representation of the value of the key
portion requires only 6 bits (64 = 26) and therefore significantly less memory space than the 64-bit wide bitmaps comprised
by the parent nodes which have more than one child node. For example, value 60 may be encoded as the binary number
"111100".
[0208] Terminal branch node 1221 does not comprise a pointer to its child node 1222. Rather, child node 1222 is
stored in a predefined position in memory relative to its parent node 1221, namely directly behind the parent node. Node
1222, which is a descendant node of terminal branch node 1221, does not comprise a bitmap, nor a pointer to its child
node, but only a binary number encoding the value of the key portion associated with the child node of node 1222, as
is indicated by the number "01" in Fig. 12. For example, value 01 may be encoded as the binary number "000001". The
representation of node 1222 is followed by a leaf part 1224 in memory. Again, leaf part 1224 may be a pointer or value
for a map (see Fig. 7A and 7B), or empty for a set (see Fig. 7C).
[0209] In the example of Fig. 12, where both the bitmap and each of the pointers comprised by a node are represented
by long integers, the terminal optimized trie 1220 needs 64 + 6 + 6 = 76 bits for storing nodes 1221 and 1222. In
comparison, non-optimized trie 1210 needs 64 + 64 + 64 = 192 bits for storing the same information (nodes 1211 and
1212, not counting in leaf part 1214, which is present in both tries 1210 and 1220).
[0210] Where like in the preferred examples an array of long integers is used for storing the trie, terminal optimization
suffers from alignment losses. In the worst case, one 6-bit key portion is stored in a 64-bit long integer. However,
experiments showed that on average, 50% of the space used for storing the descendant nodes of terminal branch nodes
is occupied. Furthermore, the terminal optimization still requires much less space than storing several single-child nodes
with pointers or with chained node optimization.
[0211] A method for accessing standard nodes, nodes optimized by chained node optimization and nodes optimized
by terminal optimizations in a uniform fashion will now be sketched with reference to Fig. 13. The main methods for
node access as used in a query execution model in the example implementation are getBitSet(), which returns a bitmap
with bits set for all non-empty child pointers of a trie node, and getChildNode(bitNum), which returns the child node for
the given node-branch specified by the bit number. Both these methods are provided by an interface CDBINode, wherein
CDBI stands for "confluence database index". Another interface CDBINodeMem provides object-oriented access through
the CDBINode interface to the data model.
[0212] The difficulty which had to be overcome was how to handle the three cases in a unified, central place and not
having to deal with them separately in many places in the code. According to the solution found by the inventor, and as
shown in Fig. 13, a node is referenced not only via a node pointer (index) but instead via a base node index ("nodeRef")
and an index within a node ("idxInNode"), treating chains without pointers as well as terminals as one node with the
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base node index pointing to the start of the chain or terminal node. In this way, the memory space optimizations do not
add significant complexity to the "get" operations, and hence performance is not decreased.
[0213] Since nodeRef always points to the first bitmap, it is used to detect the three cases in the implementation of
getBitSet() and getChildNode(bitNum):

- If the bitmap has more than one bit set, it belongs to a regular node. getBitSet() returns that bitmap; getChildN-
ode(bitNum) determines the idx (pointer to child node) and returns a new CDBINodeMem with nodeRef set to it
(and idxInNode set to 0).

- If the bitmap is 0 (no bit set), it belongs to a terminal branch node. getBitSet() converts the literally stored 6-bit-value
at the idxInNode position into a bitmap and returns it; getChildNode(bitNum) returns a new CDBINodeMem with the
same nodeRef and idxInNode+i.

- If the bitmap has one bit set, it belongs to a chained node. getBitSet() returns the bitmap at the idxInNode position;
getChildNode(bitNum) again returns a new CDBINodeMem with the same nodeRef and idxInNode+i. CDBINode-
Mem can also be used as a flyweight pattern by not creating a new child node, which is time-expensive, but just
updating nodeRef and idxInNode (gotoChildNode method), i.e. by modifying an existing object which functions as
a proxy.

[0214] Fig. 14A to 14C illustrate the trie growth for the insertion of two keys into an empty trie, a first key with key
portion values [00, 02, 02] and a second key with key portion values [00, 03, 00, 01]. Fig. 14A shows the empty trie,
which is denoted by a root index pointer with value 0. Fig. 14B shows the trie after adding the first key with key portion
values [00, 02, 02]. Since there are no previous entries, the first key is stored using terminal optimization. Fig. 14C shows
the trie after adding the second key with key portion values [00, 03, 00, 01]. The existing terminal node is split. The
matching prefix ("00"), since it has only one child, is stored as a chained node followed by a regular node which has two
child nodes ("02" and "03"). The remainder of the first key ("02") is stored as a node with a leaf part (storing it with
terminal optimization would require more space). The remainder of the second key ("00" and "01") is again stored using
terminal optimization.
[0215] To measure the space requirements for the data structures according to various examples, experiments were
conducted in which a random set of long integers with full long integer value range was stored. Fig. 15 shows the
measurement results, wherein the x-axis indicates in logarithmic scale the number of entries loaded into a trie index,
and the y-axis indicates the number of bytes which were required on average for storing one entry.
[0216] It could be observed that chained node optimization alone reduced the space requirement by about 40%, and
terminal optimization alone by about 60-75%. The combined chained node and terminal optimizations did not provide
a visible space improvement compared to terminal optimization alone (the graph overlaps with the terminal optimization
case). However, empirical measurements performed by the inventor showed that it is still worth applying both optimiza-
tions together. When chained node optimization is applied in addition to terminal optimization, performance increases
because less pointers have to be followed, and the data locality is better and honors the memory hierarchy (CPU caches).

Bitmap compression

[0217] A third space optimization of the present invention provides for a more compact representation of the trie in
memory where the trie is sparsely populated. It can reduce memory space of bitmaps (e.g. bitmaps indicating key portion
values of the child nodes) by grouping and efficiently storing sections of a same value (e.g. sections having the value 0
in the case of sparsely populated nodes or sections having the value 1 in the case of heavily populated nodes). This
third space optimization is referred to herein as "bitmap compression".
[0218] The third space optimization of the present invention applies to a trie comprising one or more nodes, wherein
a node, preferably at least each parent node which has more than one child node, comprises a bitmap in the form of a
logical bitmap and a number of pointers, wherein each pointer is associated with a bit set in the logical bitmap and points
to a child node of the node. The logical bitmap may correspond to the bitmap comprising key portion values, as mentioned
with regard to other aspects of the invention. The optimization is achieved by the fact that the logical bitmap is divided
into a plurality of sections and encoded by a header bitmap and a number of content bitmaps, wherein each section is
associated with a bit in the header bitmap, and wherein for each section of the logical bitmap in which one or more bits
are set, the bit associated with the section in the header bitmap is set and the section is stored as a content bitmap.
[0219] Using a header bitmap and a number of content bitmaps to store a logical bitmap can reduce the required
memory space significantly by omitting content bitmaps for sections of the logical bitmap in which no bit is set. In other
words, only content bitmaps (i.e. sections of the logical bitmap) having at least one set bit are stored in memory. In a
worst-case scenario, in which each section of a logical bitmap has at least one set bit, memory usage will slightly increase,
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as an additional header bitmap needs to be stored. However, nodes are generally sparsely populated, and thus typically
less memory is required when using bitmap compression.
[0220] An example of bitmap compression is illustrated in Fig. 16, which shows in its upper part a section of a trie
1601 with a parent node comprising a logical bitmap 1602 without bitmap compression. In its lower part it shows a section
of trie 1611, with the parent node which is obtained after bitmap compression has been applied to the parent node of
trie 1601. The parent node of trie 1611 comprises a header bitmap 1612 and two content bitmaps 1613, 1614 resulting
from the bitmap compression.
[0221] The parent node in both tries 1601, 1611 further comprises pointers 1603 to 1605. In trie 1601, each pointer
is associated with a bit 1606 to 1608 set in the logical bitmap 1602. In trie 1611, the pointers 1603 to 1605 are associated
with bits 1616 to 1618 set in the content bitmaps.
[0222] The logical bitmap in trie 1601 is converted into the header bitmap 1612 and the content bitmaps 1613, 1614
in the lower part 1611 by dividing the logical bitmap 1602 into sections 1621 (e.g. of 8 bits) and storing the sections
1622, 1623 which have at least one bit set as content bitmaps 1613, 1614. Sections having no bit set are not stored as
content bitmaps. Each bit in the header bitmap 1612 represents a different section of the logical bitmap. The content
bitmaps 1613, 1614 are referenced by respective bits 1619, 1620 set in the header bitmap 1612. The content bitmaps
1613, 1614 may be stored in the same order (not shown) or in the inverse order in which the set bits 1619, 1620 associated
with their sections are arranged in the header bitmap 1612. In other words, the rank of a content bitmap within all content
bitmaps of the logical bitmap may correspond to the rank of the set bit associated with the section of the content bitmap,
within all set bits in the header bitmap. In this way, the content bitmaps can easily be addressed while processing the
trie. Also, the sections of the logical bitmap are preferably all coherent in memory. Thus, the entire logical bitmap can
be represented coherently in memory by a header bitmap followed by a number of content bitmaps.
[0223] In a preferred example, all sections have the same size. Sections of the same size allow an efficient processing
of the compression and decompression of a logical bitmap, as no further information on the structure of the sections is
necessary. Also, the header bitmap may be of the same size as the sections.
[0224] Different structures for storing the header bitmap and content bitmaps can be used. The header bitmap and
the content bitmaps of the logical bitmap may be stored in an array, in a list, or in consecutive physical or virtual memory
locations. When the header bitmap and the content bitmaps have the size of one byte, as shown in Fig. 16, the bitmaps
may be stored in an array of bytes instead of in an array of long integers as it is done in trie 1601 or the tries of Fig. 9
and 12 to 14, which reduces alignment losses. The content bitmaps are preferably stored in a predefined position in
memory relative to the header bitmap. Storing the content bitmaps and the header bitmap close to each other may
improve processing efficiency. In Fig. 16, the content bitmaps are stored directly behind the header bitmap in memory.
[0225] The afore-described bitmap compression can also be applied to pointers, like the pointers used for referencing
child nodes, and can also be applied to inlined leaf bitmaps. This will typically further improve space efficiency but it
hurts performance because the variable size encoding makes it necessary to iterate through the pointers when calculating
the offset for a certain pointer.
[0226] The bitmap compression maybe combined with the other aspects of the invention. For example, in combination
with the pointer reduction, terminal-branch nodes which are marked by a (logical) bitmap with no set bits set may be
encoded as just a header bitmap and without any content bitmaps.
[0227] Fig. 17 shows the result of the experiment as it was described above with reference to Fig. 15. However, in
addition to chained-node and terminal optimizations, bitmap compression was applied. As can be observed in a com-
parison to Fig. 15, the space savings achieved by bitmap compression are about 40% when no chained-node or terminal
optimizations was applied, about 50-70% when only chained-node optimization was applied in addition, and about
30-60% when only terminal optimization or both chained-node and terminal optimization were applied in addition.

Key encoding

[0228] The present invention provides way of storing typed, variable sized and/or composite keys comprising two or
more items of primitive data types in a trie.

Keys comprising control information

[0229] In the preferred examples, keys can be encoded in such a flexible way that they can be iterated through, e.g.
by a cursor, even without previous knowledge about the number, the data types, or the length of the components stored
in a key.
[0230] These examples apply to a trie for use in a database application or information retrieval system, e.g. a trie or
trie data structure in accordance with one of the examples of tries and trie data structures as described above. The trie
comprises one or more nodes, wherein a node, preferably each child node, is associated with a key portion, and the
path from the root node to another node in the trie, in particular to a leaf node, defines a key with which the node is
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associated, the key being a concatenation of the key portions associated with the nodes on the path. The above-
mentioned flexibility is achieved by the fact that in addition to content information, the key comprises control information.
[0231] The key will typically comprise one or more key parts, wherein each key part comprises content information,
which is a part of the overall content information comprised by the key. For each of the key parts, the control information
preferably comprises a data type information element specifying the data type of the content information comprised by
the key part.
[0232] There are in principle two ways of arranging the control information and the content information associated
with a key part. A first way is shown in Fig. 18, where a key part or preferably each key part 10, 20, 30, comprises a
data type information element (shadowed elements in Fig. 18) and a content information element. The data type infor-
mation element specifies the data type of the content information element. This means that both the control information
and the content information are distributed across the different key parts 10, 20, 30. In this case, a data type information
element or each data type information element of the key is typically located by the content information element associated
with the data type information element in the key, preferably (directly) before that data type information element. Thus,
the data type information element is like a prefix or header element of a key part 10, 20, 30.
[0233] A second way arranging the control information and the content information associated with a key part is shown
in Fig. 19, where the data type information elements (shadowed elements in Fig. 19) are located together, and preferably
arranged in the same or inverse order as the content information elements whose data types they specify. The control
information like the data type information elements is preferably located before the content information in the key, as a
prefix or header element of the key. Studies made by the inventor showed that this second way of storing the data type
information elements is preferable because keys with the same data types have the same prefix (starting nodes in the
trie) and hence the number of the required nodes in the trie is reduced, which leads to space savings.
[0234] The data type of content information associated with a key part may be of fixed size, such as in the case of an
integer, long integer, or a double precision floating point or a time/date primitive, or it may be of variable size, such as
in the case of a character string, e.g. a Unicode character string, or a variable precision integer. In some examples, the
key comprises two or more key parts comprising content information of different (primitive) data types.
[0235] As will be explained below with reference to Fig. 20 and 21, the control information may comprise information
identifying the last key part, e.g. by the status of the high bit of a data type information element. Alternatively, a key part
count can be stored separately. Furthermore, the control information may comprise information on whether the trie is
used for storing a dynamic set or an associative array.
[0236] The content information of a key part may be contained by one single key portion, but typically it is contained
by two or more key portions. For fixed size key parts, the number of key portions required to contain the content information
comprised by a key part is typically known. Where the data type of the content information comprised by a key part is
a data type of variable size, the end of the content information element may be marked by a specific symbol, e.g. null-
terminated strings having a null character (’\0’, called NUL in ASCII) as last the character for strings. Alternatively and
preferably, it may be marked by a specific bit in a specific one of the key portions containing the key part, as will be
explained below for Unicode character strings with reference to Fig. 21.
[0237] Although as mentioned above the content information of a key part will oftentimes be contained by two or more
key portions, a key portion preferably does not contain content information of two or more key parts. In other words, the
content information of the key parts is aligned with the borders of the key portions. Similarly, a key portion preferably
does not contain information of two or more control information elements like data type information elements, key part
counts, or information on whether the trie is used for storing a dynamic set or an associative array. This approach makes
the implementation easier and more efficient, usually without significant alignment losses. Furthermore, it allows storing
the content information of different key parts in an interleaved manner, as will be explained below.
[0238] An example of a key encoding is shown in Fig. 20. The key to be stored in a trie comprises control information
2010 and content information 2020. The key comprises several key parts comprising content information, and for each
of the key parts, the control information 2010 comprises a data type information element 2012, 2013 specifying the data
type of the content information comprised by the key part. Furthermore, the control information 2010 comprises information
2011 on whether the trie is used to store a dynamic set or an associative array. If the trie is used for storing an associated
array, a leaf node of the trie which is associated with the key will typically comprise a leaf value 2030 or a pointer to
such a leaf value.
[0239] As mentioned above, in the preferred examples, each parent node in the trie comprises a 64 bits wide bitmap,
and therefore each key portion in the trie is capable of storing a 6-bit value. The information 2011 on whether the trie is
used for storing a dynamic set or an associative array is stored by a first key portion, and therefore 6 bits are used for
this information. In fact, 1 bit would have been sufficient for this yes/no information, but for the alignment reasons
mentioned above, an entire key portion capable of storing a 6-bit value is used. The information is coded in node 2041,
comprising a 64 bits wide bitmap in which a respective bit is set, and a pointer (idx) to the respective child node of node
2041.
[0240] Each of the data type information elements 2012, 2013 is also stored by one key portion, whose values are
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coded in the bitmaps of nodes 2042, 2043. 5 bits are used for the data type information, which allows for 32 different
type identifiers. The 6th bit which can be stored by the respective key portion, e.g. the high bit of the key portion, is used
for indicating whether or not the key part associated with the data type information element is the last key part in the
key. In the example of Fig. 20, the high bit of data type information element 2013 is set to indicate that the key part
associated with data type information element 2013 is the last key part in the key.
[0241] The content information comprised by each of the key parts is also broken down into values 2021, 2022 of
generally 6 bits, and each of the values is stored by one key portion. The nodes whose bitmaps are used to code (6-bit)
values 2021, 2022 are not shown in Fig. 20, for space reasons. For example, where a key part comprises a 32-bit integer
value, this 32-bit value is stored by six key portions, the first one of which stores a 2-bit value, and the last five of which
each store a 6-bit value (32 = 2 + 6 + 6 + 6 + 6 + 6).
[0242] Fig. 21 shows a trie storing a key encoded. Each parent node of the trie comprises a 64 bits wide bitmap. The
key comprises a first key part comprising a 32-bit integer with value "100", and a second key part comprising a string
with value "ab". The control information of the key comprises (1) a dynamic set identifier, (2) an integer identifier, and
(3) a string type identifier with marker for last type. The content information of the key comprises (1) the 32-bit integer
value "100" and (2) the string value "ab", coded in Unicode.
[0243] The dynamic set identifier is a 6-bit number of value 0 (0x00). Consequently, the bitmap of root node 2100 of
the trie of Fig. 21 has the bit with value "0" set, and the 2nd level node associated with this bit is associated with the key
portion of value "0". The integer identifier is a 6-bit number of value 5 (0x05). Consequently, the bitmap of the 2nd level
node has the bit with value "5" set, and the 3rd level node associated with this bit is associated with the key portion of
value "5". The string type identifier with marker for last key part is a 6-bit number of value 36 (0x27). Consequently, the
bitmap of the 3rd level has the bit with value "39" set, and the 4th level node associated with this bit is associated with
the key portion of value "39".
[0244] Integer value "100" is coded in 32-bit binary as "00 000000 000000 000000 000001 100100". Therefore, the
key portions associated with nodes on levels 5 through 10 which are used for storing integer value "100" are associated
with values 0 (0x00), 0 (oxoo), 0 (0x00), 0 (0x00), 1 (0x01), and 36 (0x24), respectively.
[0245] String value "ab" is coded as Unicode value for character "a" followed by Unicode value for character "b". Each
Unicode character is stored using 2-4 key portions, depending on the Unicode value, which may need 10, 15 or 21 bits.
The coding scheme for Unicode characters used in the preferred examples of the invention is as follows:

10 bit Unicode character: 00xxxx xxxxxx
15 bit Unicode character: 010xxx xxxxxx xxxxxx
21 bit Unicode character: 011xxx xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx

[0246] The last character in a string is marked by setting the high bit, which results in the following coding scheme for
the last character:

10 bit Unicode character: 10xxxx xxxxxx
15 bit Unicode character: 110xxx xxxxxx xxxxxx
21 bit Unicode character: 111xxx xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx

[0247] Unicode character "a" has the value 97 (0x61) and is coded in Unicode with 10 bits as "0001 100001". According
to the coding scheme used in the preferred examples, Unicode character "a" is coded as "000001 100001". Unicode
character "b" has the value 98 (0x62) and is coded in Unicode with 10 bits as "0001 100010". According to the coding
scheme used in the preferred examples, Unicode character "b" is coded as "100001 100010", with high bit set because
"b" is the last character in the string with value "ab". Therefore, the key portions associated with nodes on levels 11
through 14 which are used for storing string value "ab" are associated with values 1 (0x01), 33 (0x21), 33 (0x21), and
34 (0x22), respectively.

Interleaved multi-item keys

[0248] Examples of the present invention provide a way of storing data in trie such that queries involving more than
one data item can be performed in a more efficient manner. The inventive approach is particularly useful for storing keys
or keys and values in a database or information retrieval system such that they can be queried more efficiently, for
storing result keys or keys and values of a database or information retrieval system query, or for storing input keys or
keys and values for a database query, such that the query can be performed more efficiently.
[0249] The inventive way of storing data uses a trie, such as tries with the data structures described above, the trie
comprising nodes, wherein a node, preferably each child node, is associated with a key portion, and wherein the path
from the root node to another node in the trie defines a key with which the node is associated, the key being a concatenation
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of the key portions associated with the nodes on the path. To achieve the performance gains in queries involving multiple
data items, two or more data items are coded in a key, and at least one or two, preferably each of the data items consists
of two or more components. The key contains two or more consecutive sections, at least one or two, preferably each of
the sections comprising components of two or more of the data items coded in the key. An "item" is herein sometimes
referred to as a "dimension", and it may correspond to what was referred to as a "key part" or the "content information
of a key part" above.
[0250] Fig. 22 shows an example of a two-dimensional key with value (X = 12, Y = 45), i.e. a key coding the two data
items X and Y. Both of these data items consists of two components, namely "1" and "2" in the case of item X, and "4"
and "5" in the case of item Y. The key comprises two consecutive sections S1 and S2. Both sections comprise one
component of each of the data items x and y coded in the key: section S1 comprises the first component "1" of data
item X and the first component "4" of data item y; section S2 comprises the second component "2" of data item X and
the second component "5" of data item Y. It can be said that in the preferred examples, the key codes the multiple data
items in an interleaved manner, such as X1Y1X2Y2.
[0251] According to preferred examples, the coding of the key is such that a section, preferably each of the sections
of a key contains at least and/or at most one component from each of the data items coded in the key. For example,
both sections S1 and S2 of the key shown in Fig. 22 contain exactly one component of each of the data items X = 12
and Y = 45 which are coded in the key.
[0252] Furthermore, for two or more, preferably for all sections of a key, the components belonging to the different
data items are ordered in the same sequence within the section. For example, in both sections of the key shown in Fig.
22, the components are ordered in such a sequence that a component of data item X comes first, and a component of
data item Y comes second.
[0253] Moreover, the order of the sections comprising the components of a data item preferably corresponds to an
order of the components within the data item. For example, in the key shown in Fig. 22, section S1 comes before section
S2, which corresponds to the order of the components they comprise, in their respective items: S1 comprises component
"1" of item X, which within item X comes before component "2" comprised by section S2. S1 also comprises component
"4" of item Y, which within item Y comes before component "5" comprised by section S2.
[0254] Two or more, preferably all of the data items of a key have the same number of components. For example,
both items X and Y coded in the key shown in Fig. 22 have two components. However, the data items of a key may also
have different numbers of components. This may be the case, for example, where one item is a 64-bits integer, and
another item is a 32-bit integer. Where the key codes the data items in a strictly regular interleaved manner, such as
X1Y1X2Y2, a data item with a smaller number of components may be filled up, resulting e.g. in X1Y1X2Y2X3*X4*.
Alternatively, the interleaving approach may have to be modified, resulting e.g. in X1Y1X2Y2X3X4.
[0255] Fig. 23 gives an example of how the key shown in Fig. 22 can be stored in a trie. In the preferred examples,
the key portion associated with a child node, preferably with each of the child nodes corresponds to one component of
a data item. In other words, a component, preferably each component, of a data item, preferably each data item,
corresponds to the key portion associated with one child node of the trie. In the example of Fig. 23, second level node
2302 is associated with key portion 1, which corresponds to the first component of item X, third level node 2303 is
associated with key portion 4, which corresponds to the first component of item Y, fourth level node 2304 is associated
with key portion 2, which corresponds to the second component of item X, and fifth level node 2305 is associated with
key portion 5, which corresponds to the second component of item Y. Although this is not preferred, a key portion
associated with a child node may also correspond to only a part of a component of a data item, or to more than one
component of a data item.
[0256] In the example of Fig. 22 and 23, the data items X and Y are 2-digit decimal numbers, and the components
are decimal digits. Other examples for data items coded in a key stored by a trie are geolocation data such as longitude
or latitude, indexes, number of any kind or data type, such as integer, long integer, or double long integer, 32-bit integers
or 64-bit integers, strings of characters, arrays of bytes, or a combination of two or more of these.
[0257] Where a data item is a number, a component of a data item may be a digit (like in the example of Fig. 22 and
23). Where a data item is a string of characters, a component of a data item may be a single character. Where a data
item is an array of bytes, a component of a data item may be a single byte.
[0258] However, in the preferred examples, the components of a data item are bit groups of the binary encoding of
the data item, the bit group preferably comprising 6 bits. This is because as explained above, in the preferred examples,
the value of the key portion of a child node is determined by the value of a bit (set) in a bitmap comprised by the parent
node with which bit the child node is associated. As a consequence, the size of the bitmap defines the possible alphabet
for the key portion. For example, where each bitmap has a size of 64 bits, the amount of different values available for
the key portion of a node is 26. This means that bit groups comprising 6 bits of the binary encoding of the data item can
be represented by the key portion associated with a node. Where 32-bit bitmaps are used, groups comprising 5 bits
could be represented, etc.
[0259] For example, where a data item is a 64-bit long integer, and each component is a 6-bit group of the binary
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encoding of the integer, the data item has 64/6 = 11 components. Where the data item is a character coded in Unicode,
it may have 2 to 46-bit components as explained above. Where a data item is a string comprised of several characters,
the components in the preferred examples are still 6-bit groups, i.e. a string, like any other data item, has the same type
of components (6-bit groups). The number components of a string of characters corresponds to the number of components
of a single character multiplied by the number of characters in the string.
[0260] Instead of regarding the components of the preferred examples as bit groups, e.g. 6-bit groups, they could also
be regarded as digits having a predefined radix or base, e.g. 64.
[0261] The interleaved way of storing keys with multiple data items can greatly enhance the performance of range
queries involving the multiple data items, as will become readily apparent from the below description of range queries
with reference to Fig. 45 and 46, as well as Fig. 61 through 65. Furthermore, the skilled person will appreciate that the
interleaved storing can improve performance in bi-directional searches and for searches involving a "NOT" operator
involving multiple data items.

Set operations

[0262] Examples provide a time-efficient way to perform a query in a database or information retrieval system com-
prising operations such as intersection (Boolean AND), union (Boolean OR), difference (Boolean AND NOT) and exclusive
disjunction (Boolean XOR) on two or more sets of keys stored in a database or information retrieval system, or sets of
result keys of a database or information retrieval system query. These operations are here referred to as "set operations"
or "logical operations".
[0263] Fig. 24 shows an illustrative flow diagram of the various phases of a database query processing according to
the prior art. The query is parsed 2401, rewritten 2402, and optimized 2403, and a query execution plan QEP is prepared
and refined 2404 so that a query execution engine (QEE 2405) can execute the QEP generated by the preceding steps
on the database 2406.
[0264] Fig. 25 shows an exemplary QEP used in prior art databases. The QEP is represented by a tree, wherein the
parent nodes 2501, 2502 are operators and the leaves 2503, 2504 are the data sources. In a first operation, the results
from a table scan 2504 are sorted by sort operator 2502. In a second operation, the result of the sort is merge-joined
with the result of an index scan 2503.
[0265] Fig. 26 shows an operator control and data flow in an iterator-based execution model of prior art databases,
in which the operators implement the following methods: Open (prepare the operator to produce data), Next (produces
a new unit of data under the demand of the operator’s consumer), and Close (finalizes the execution and frees resources).
Each call to the Next method produces a new tuple.
[0266] The iterator-based execution model provides a unified model for operators, which is independent from the data
model of the data sources (database tables or database indexes) and unifies interim results of the operator nodes.
However, only one unit of data, e.g. a record is delivered per operator invocation. This approach is inefficient for operators
combining large sub result sets which themselves return a small result set.
[0267] The tuple may be passed to other operators, as is shown in Fig. 27, which illustrates a tuple-at-a-time processing
according to a query execution model of prior art databases. Starting at the root operator 2701, a call to next() will be
propagated to its operator children 2702, 2703 and so on, until reaching the data sources (and leaves of the tree
representation). In this way, the control flows down from consumer to producer, and data flows up from producer to
consumer within the query execution plan operator tree.
[0268] The tuple-at-a-time processing model has small intermediate results and hence low memory requirements.
The operators in the execution plan run tightly interleaved and maybe quite complex. However, the huge amount of
function calls and the combined state of all operators causes a large function call overhead and instruction and data
cache misses because their footprint is frequently too large to fit into the CPU caches.
[0269] Both the iterator-based execution model and the tuple-at-a-time processing model require a sophisticated query
optimizer to be efficient.
[0270] Fig. 28 shows an operator-at-a-time processing according to a query execution model of prior art databases,
which returns immediately all tupels as a result of the operator, in a suitable data structure like a list. The operator-at-
a-time approach is cache-efficient with tight loops with low function call overhead but creates large intermediate results
per operator that may not fit into the data cache or may even not fit into main memory, which may render this approach
useless.
[0271] The present invention solves the problems of the prior art by a novel execution model in which all data sources
are tries. Two or more input tries are combined in accordance with the respective logical operation (set operation), to
obtain the set of keys associated with the nodes of a respective resulting trie.
[0272] A database query then provides as an output the set of keys associated with the nodes of the resulting trie, or
a subset of the keys associated with the nodes of the resulting trie, in particular the keys associated with the leaves of
the resulting trie, or a set of keys or values derived from the keys associated with the nodes of the resulting trie. The set
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of keys provided as an output may be provided in a trie. It should be noted that the concept of a "resulting trie" is used
herein to define the set of keys which needs to be obtained when combining the input tries using the logical operation.
However, the resulting trie does not necessarily have to be formed in a physical trie data structure during the combination
of the input tries, and the output set of keys may also be provided, e.g., by a cursor or iterator.
[0273] If the logical operation is a difference (AND NOT), the parent nodes in the resulting trie are the parent nodes
in the first input trie, and the leaves of a parent node of the resulting trie are the AND NOT combination of the set of
child nodes of the corresponding parent node in the first input trie and the sets of child nodes of the corresponding parent
nodes in the other input tries, if any. If the logical operation is not a difference, e.g. if the logical operation is an intersection
(AND), union (OR), or exclusive disjunction (XOR), the set of child nodes of each node in the resulting trie is the
combination, using the logical operation (e.g. AND, OR, or XOR), of the sets of child nodes of the corresponding nodes
in the input tries. In this context, since each child node is associated with a key portion, and the path from the root node
to another node in the trie defines a key with which the node is associated, the key being a concatenation of the key
portions associated with the nodes on the path, two or more nodes of different tries "correspond" to each other if the
keys associated with the nodes of the different tries are identical.
[0274] In preferred implementations, every operator itself appears again as a trie to its consumer, up to the root operator
node in the query execution plan tree, e.g. by implementing a respective trie (node) interface. Thus, instead of using an
iterator-interface, a node interface can be used. This allows for functional composition and a simpler and cleaner software
architecture, and it further improves the performance of the database engine because the lower implementation com-
plexity directly results in less function call overhead and less data and instruction cache misses.
[0275] Preferably, the data structures for implementing the tries are as described above. In particular, it is advantageous
if a node in an input trie, preferably at least all parent nodes in an input trie comprise a bitmap, and the value of the key
portion of a child node in a trie is determined by the value of a bit (set) in the bitmap comprised by the parent node with
which bit the child node is associated. In such an implementation, the combination of child nodes of the input tries can
easily be performed by combining the bitmaps of each of the child nodes of the input tries, using logical operations, such
as bitwise AND, bitwise OR, bitwise AND NOT, or bitwise XOR. A combined bitmap is obtained, and the result of the
combination is performed on the basis of the combined bitmap.
[0276] Thus, the physical algebra in the implementation of the tries corresponds directly to the logical algebra for the
set operations. Whereas in the prior art, bitmaps are used in tries only for reducing the memory space required for
pointers, the present invention takes advantage of the bitmaps for performing set operations on tries.
[0277] As mentioned above, an exemplary implementation of a trie node interface called "CDBINode" has the following
main methods: getBitSet() - returns a bitmap with bits set for all non-empty child pointers of a trie node; and getChild-
Node(bitNum) - returns the child node for the given node-branch as specified by the bit number.
[0278] Fig. 29 shows a trie control and data flow according to the query execution model of the present invention. An
operator 2903 performs a set operation, e.g. an intersection, union, difference, or exclusive disjunction, on two sets of
input base data 2901, 2902. The two sets of base data are each provided in an input trie, and the two input tries are
combined by operator 2901 in accordance with the respective set operation. Operator 2903 itself appears as a trie to
its consumer, by implementing the same trie (node) interface as the input tries. An executor 2904 invokes the above-
mentioned trie node methods getBitSet and getChildNode, for traversing the result provided by operator 2903, as indicated
by the dashed arrow between the executor and the operator. The same methods getBitSet and getChildNode are invoked
by operator 2903 for traversing input tries 2901, 2902, when performing the set operation, as indicated by the dashed
arrows between the operator and the input tries. In the data flow direction, indicated by the solid arrows, bitmaps and
child trie nodes are passed from the input tries 2901, 2902 to operator 2903, and from operator 2903 to executor 2904.
As will be understood, one or more of the input tries for a set operation may be the output of another set operation on
tries, using the same or different logical operator.
[0279] Fig. 30 shows an example for applying an intersection (Boolean AND) operator 3003 on two input tries 3001,
3002. The input tries are 8-ary for readability, but in the preferred implementations trie data structures as described
above are used. Input trie 3001 comprises three leaf nodes, associated with keys "13", "14", and "55". Input trie 3002
also comprises three leaf nodes, associated with keys "13", "15", and "64". Trie 3005 is a representation of the resulting
trie obtained by the AND combination of input tries 3001, 3002.
[0280] As can be observed, the set of child nodes of each node in the resulting trie is the AND combination of the sets
of child nodes of the corresponding nodes in the input tries. For example, the root node of resulting trie 3005 has one
child node, associated with key "1". This one child node is obtained when forming the intersection of the set of child
nodes ("1", "5") of the root node of input trie 3001 and the set of child nodes ("1", "6") of the root node of input trie 3002.
Furthermore, the node associated with key "1" also has one child node, which is associated with key "13". In fact, node
"13" is obtained when forming the intersection of the set of child nodes ("13", "14") of node "1" of input trie 3001 and the
set of child nodes ("13", "15") of the corresponding node "1" of input trie 3002.
[0281] Thus, a resulting trie of an intersection operation, here resulting trie 3005, comprises all nodes and only the
nodes which are comprised by each of the input tries, here input tries 3001, 3002. In particular, the set of leaf nodes of
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the resulting trie, here the node associated with key "13", comprises all leaf nodes and only the leaf nodes which are
comprised by each and all of the input tries.
[0282] The algorithm performed by a preferred example of the intersection operator 3003 can be described in pseudo
code as follows:

1. nodeA = root node of trie A
2. nodeB = root node of trie B
3. getBitSet of nodeA -> 00100010
4. getBitSet of nodeB -> 01000010
5. bitwise and -> 00100010
6. for all set bits

nodeA = getChildNode of nodeA
nodeB = getChildNode of nodeB
if leaf node
perform bitwise and
else
recursion (step 3)

[0283] In this preferred example, all trie nodes comprise bitmaps as described above. Furthermore, the tries are formed
by nodes implementing an interface comprising the getBitSet and getChildNode methods as described above. A bitwise
AND operation is performed between the bitmaps of corresponding nodes of the two input tries to determine the set of
child nodes which the two corresponding nodes have in common.
[0284] As will be shown in the following with reference to Fig. 31 through 34, the solution of the present invention takes
advantage of the hierarchical trie structures. It allows for lazy evaluation, as the tries are processed level by level.
Performance of the set operations can therefore be improved significantly.
[0285] Fig. 31 shows two example input tries 3110, 3120, on which an intersection operation will be performed. Like
all tries, input tries 3110 and 3120 have one (root) node on level 1. Input trie 3110 has two nodes on level 2, as indicated
by the fact that the fourth and the seventh bits are set in bitmap 3111 comprised by the root node of input trie 3110.
Input trie 3120 has one node on level 2, indicated by the seventh bit being set in bitmap 3121 comprised by the root
node of input trie 3120. Both input tries have further sub-tries on level 3 or deeper, as indicated by the triangles depending
from the bits which are set in the respective bitmaps of the nodes of level 2.
[0286] Fig. 32 shows the bitwise AND operations performed on the bitmaps of the corresponding nodes of input tries
3110 and 3120, on levels 1 and 2. The root nodes on level 1 of the input tries always correspond to each other, and
therefore their bitmaps are combined with a first bitwise AND operation. Since the fourth and the seventh bits are set in
bitmap 3111 of the root node of input node 3110, and (only) the seventh bit is set in bitmap 3121 of the root node of
input node 3120, (only) the seventh bit is set in the combined bitmap 3201. On level 2, the node depending from the
seventh bit of the bitmap 3111 of the root of input trie 3110 corresponds to the node depending from the seventh bit of
the bitmap 3121 of the root of input trie 3120, whereas the node depending from the second bit of the bitmap 3111 of
the root of input trie 3110 does not have a corresponding node in input trie 3120. Therefore, (only) bitmaps 3113 and
3122 are combined with a bitwise AND operation on level 2, and the third and sixth bits are set in the combined bitmap 3202.
[0287] Fig. 33 illustrates branch skipping during the intersection operation on input tries 3110 and 3120. Since the
bitwise AND operation on the bitmaps 3111 and 3121 of the root nodes of the two input tries yielded a combined bitmap
3201 in which only the seventh bit was set, the intersection operation does not need to traverse the branch of input trie
3110 which depends from the fourth bit of the bitmap 3111 of the root node of input trie 3110. This is indicated in Fig.
33 by an "X" in the fourth position of bitmap 3111, and the dashed lines used for drawing the skipped branch. Likewise,
on level 2, the seventh bit is only set in bitmap 3113 of a node in input trie 3110, but not in the bitmap 3122 of the
corresponding node in input trie 3120. Therefore, the intersection operation does not need to traverse the branch de-
pending from the seventh bit of bitmap 3113.
[0288] Finally, Fig. 34 shows the resulting trie of the intersection operation on tries 3110 and 3120. The bitmaps 3201
and 3202 associated with the nodes of the resulting trie on level 1 and level 2, respectively, correspond to the combined
bitmaps which were calculated by the bitwise AND operations illustrated in Fig. 32.
[0289] The example of Fig. 31 through 34 showed that in general, some of the branches of the input tries do not need
to be traversed in the course of a set operation combining the input tries, which can increase performance dramatically.
The combined bitmaps may be used to determine which of the branches need to be further traversed and which ones
can be skipped. This approach can be referred to as "result prediction" or "tree pruning".
[0290] Fig. 35 shows an example for applying a union (Boolean OR) operator 3503 on the two input tries 3001, 3002
of Fig. 30. A representation of the resulting trie 3605 obtained by the OR combination of input tries 3001, 3002 is shown
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in Fig. 36.
[0291] As can be observed, the set of child nodes of each node in the resulting trie is the OR combination of the sets
of child nodes of the corresponding nodes in the input tries. For example, the root node of resulting trie 3605 has three
child nodes, associated with keys "1", "5", and "6". These three child nodes are obtained when forming the union of the
set of child nodes ("1", "5") of the root node of input trie 3001 and the set of child nodes ("1", "6") of the root node of
input trie 3002. The node associated with key "1" also has three child nodes, which are associated with keys "13", "14",
and "15". In fact, these nodes are obtained when forming the union of the set of child nodes ("13", "14") of node "1" of
input trie 3001 and the set of child nodes ("13", "15") of the corresponding node "1" of input trie 3002. Finally, the nodes
in the resulting trie associated with keys "5" and "6", respectively, each have one child node, associated with keys "55"
and "64", respectively, which are the child nodes of the corresponding nodes of the input tries 3001 and 3002, respectively.
[0292] Thus, the resulting trie of a union operation, here resulting trie 3605, comprises all nodes which are comprised
by any of the input tries, here input tries 3001, 3002. In particular, the set of leaf nodes of the resulting trie, here the
nodes associated with "13", "14", "15", "55", and "64", comprises all the leaf nodes which are comprised by any of the
input tries.
[0293] The algorithm performed by a preferred example of the union operator 3503 can be described in pseudo code
as follows:

1. nodeA = root node of trie A
2. nodeB = root node of trie B
3. getBitSet of nodeA -> 00100010
4. getBitSet of nodeB -> 01000010
5. bitwise or -> 01100010
6. for all set bits

if bit set in nodeA and nodeB

nodeA = getChildNode of nodeA
nodeB = getChildNode of nodeB
if leaf node
perform bitwise or
else
recursion (step 3)

if bit set in nodeA only

nodeA = getChildNode of nodeA
recurse only TrieA (skipping bitwise or)

if bit set in nodeB only

nodeB = getChildNode of nodeB
recurse only TrieB (skipping bitwise or)

[0294] Again, all trie nodes comprise bitmaps as described above, and the tries are formed by nodes implementing
an interface comprising the getBitSet and getChildNode methods as described above. A bitwise OR operation is per-
formed between the bitmaps of corresponding nodes of the two input tries to determine the set of child nodes comprised
by any of two corresponding nodes. If a bit is set in the bitmap of only one of two corresponding nodes, the sub-trie
depending from that one node is added to the resulting trie, which in the above pseudo code is indicated by "recurse
only TrieA"/ "recurse only TrieB".
[0295] Fig. 37 shows an example for applying a difference (Boolean AND NOT) operator 3703 on the two input tries
3001, 3002 of Fig. 30. Trie 3705 is a representation of the resulting trie obtained by the AND NOT combination of input
tries 3001, 3002.
[0296] As can be observed, all parent nodes of the resulting trie 3705 correspond to the parent nodes of the first input
trie 3001. The leaf nodes depending from a parent node of the resulting trie 3705 are the AND NOT combination of the
set of child nodes of the corresponding parent node in the first input trie 3001 and the sets of child nodes of any
corresponding parent node in input trie 3002.
[0297] For example, the root node of resulting trie 3705 has two child nodes, associated with keys "1" and "5", which
themselves are parent nodes. These two nodes correspond to the two child nodes of the root node of input trie 3002,
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which themselves are parent nodes. The node associated with key "1" has one child node, which is a leaf node and
associated with key "14". This leaf node is obtained when forming the difference of the set of child nodes ("13", "14") of
node "1" of the first input trie 3001 and the set of child nodes ("13", "15") of the corresponding node "1" of input trie 3002.
Finally, the node in the resulting trie associated with key "5" has one child node, which is associated with key "55" and
corresponds to the child of the node with key "5" of the first input trie 3001. This node with key "5" has no corresponding
node in input trie 3002.
[0298] Thus, the resulting trie of a difference operation, here resulting trie 3605, comprises all parent nodes which are
comprised by the first input trie, here input trie 3001. The set of leaf nodes of the resulting trie, here the nodes associated
with keys "14" and "55", comprises all the leaf nodes of the first input trie, here trie 3001, minus the leaf nodes of the
second input trie, here trie 3002.
[0299] The algorithm performed by a preferred example of the difference operator 3703 can be described in pseudo
code as follows:

1. nodeA = root node of trie A
2. nodeB = root node of trie B
3. getBitSet of nodeA -> 00100010
4. getBitSet of nodeB -> 01000010
5. bitset of nodeA -> 00100010
6. for all set bits

if bit set in nodeA and nodeB

nodeA = getChildNode of nodeA
nodeB = getChildNode of nodeB
if leaf node
perform bitwise and-not
else
recursion (step 3)

if bit set in nodeA only

nodeA = getChildNode of nodeA
recurse only TrieA (skipping bitwise and-not)

[0300] Again, all trie nodes are formed and implement the interface as described above. If a bit is set in the bitmap of
corresponding nodes of both input trie 3001 and 3002, there is recursion on both tries. If a bit is set only in the bitmap
of the node of the first input trie 3001, the sub-trie depending from that node is added to the resulting trie, which in the
above pseudo code is indicated by "recurse only TrieA". Bits set only in the bitmap of the node of trie 3002 are ignored.
A bitwise AND NOT operation is only performed between the bitmaps of corresponding nodes of the two input tries if
their child nodes are leaf nodes.
[0301] The execution of the operators comprises is a recursive descent over the trie levels (in the preferred imple-
mentation, each level is one digit of radix/base 64). At each level, the bitmap of each node is used as result prediction
followed by an iteration through the predicted bits. Thus, combining the input tries comprises performing a combination
function for the root node of the resulting trie. Performing the combination function for an input node of the resulting trie
comprises determining the set of child nodes for the input node of the resulting trie (which may also be empty), by
combining the sets of child nodes of the nodes of the input tries which correspond to the input node of the resulting trie,
using the logical operation, and performing the combination function for each of the child nodes determined for the input
node of the resulting trie. As already mentioned above, the root node and/or an input node of the resulting trie do not
have to be generated physically.
[0302] The step of combining the input tries may be performed using a depth first traversal, a breadth first traversal,
or a combination thereof. Combining the input tries in depth first traversal comprises performing the combination function
for one of the child nodes of the input node and traversing the sub-trie formed by that child node before the combination
function is performed for the next sibling node of that child node. Combining the input tries in breadth first traversal
comprises performing the combination function for each of the child nodes determined for the input node of the resulting
trie and determining a set of child nodes for each of the child nodes determined for the input node of the resulting trie
before performing the combination function for any of the grandchild nodes of the input node of the resulting trie.
[0303] One or more of the input tries for a set operation may be a virtual trie, i.e. a trie which is dynamically generated
on demand during the operation of combining the input tries. Typically, only those parts of the virtual trie are dynamically
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generated which are required for combining the input tries using the logical operation. There are several scenarios for
the application of a virtual input trie, one of them being the implementation of a database range query, which will be
described in the following.

Range queries

[0304] The combination of two or more input tries by an intersection operation (Boolean AND) can advantageously
be used for performing range queries in an efficient manner. A "range" can be described as a set of discrete ordered
values comprising all the values between a first value and a second value of a certain data type, wherein the first and/or
second values may or may not be included in the range. A range query returns the keys within a set of keys whose
values correspond to (match) one or more specified ranges of values.
[0305] A range query according to the present invention is performed by an intersection operation of a trie which stores
a set of keys to be searched for the one or more ranges (hereinafter "input set trie"), with a trie which stores all the values
included in the one or more ranges (hereinafter "range trie"). The tries are preferably implemented as has been described
above. The set of keys to be searched are typically associated with the nodes of the input set trie, and the values (keys)
indicating the range of values to match are typically associated with the nodes of the range tries, in particular with the
leaf nodes of the range tries. The set of keys to be searched is typically a set of keys stored in a database or a set of
result or input keys of a database query, or a set of keys stored in an information retrieval systems or a set of result or
input keys of an information retrieval system query.
[0306] A definition of one or more ranges for performing the query is obtained by user input or otherwise. The definition
is used to generate the range trie, wherein the values associated with nodes (typically the leaf nodes) of the range trie
correspond to the values comprised by the one or more ranges. In a next step, the input set trie is combined with the
range trie using by an intersection operation as described above, to obtain the set of keys associated with the nodes of
a resulting trie. Finally, the set of keys associated with the nodes of the resulting trie, or a subset of the keys associated
with the nodes of the resulting trie, in particular the keys associated with the leaf nodes of the resulting trie, or a set of
keys or values derived from the keys associated with the nodes of the resulting trie, are obtained as an output.
[0307] Fig. 38 shows an input set trie 3801 which stores a set of keys to be searched for one or more ranges and a
range trie 3802 which was generated to store all the values included in the one or more ranges. Both tries 3801 and
3802 are combined by an intersection operator 3803 to obtain the set of keys in the input set trie 3801 whose values lie
within the one more ranges stored by the range trie 3802. As described above, not only the input set trie and the range
trie but also the intersection operator itself may implement a respective trie (node) interface, as is indicated by three
triangles in Fig. 38. Where a trie node interface has the getBitSet() and getChildNode(bitNum) methods as presented
above, the intersection operator 3803 may invoke these operations for traversing input set trie 3801 and range trie 3802,
as indicated by the dashed arrows in Fig. 38. In the data flow direction, indicated by the solid arrows, bitmaps and child
trie nodes are passed from set trie 3801 and range trie 3802 to intersection operator 3803.
[0308] Fig. 39 illustrates an example of the method of performing a range query according to the present invention.
The leaf nodes of input set trie 3901 are associated with the three keys with values "13", "14", and "55". Range trie 3902
is generated to comprise all leaf nodes associated with keys whose values are in the range or [14 .. 56]. At each level
of range trie, the nodes at the ends of the range (in the example of range trie 3902 nodes 1 and 5) contribute partially
to the result. Nodes between the ends of the range (in the example of range trie 3902 nodes 2, 3, and 4) and the sub-
tries depending from them contribute fully to the result. The AND combination of input trie 3901 and range trie 3902 by
intersection operator 3903 obtains the set of keys associated with the nodes of resulting trie 3905. Executor 3904 may
output, e.g., the values of the keys associated with the leaf nodes of resulting trie 3905, i.e. "14" and "55". This output
corresponds to the values of all keys associated with the leaf nodes of input set trie 3901 which lie within the range of
[14 .. 56].
[0309] The algorithm performed by intersection operator 3903 can be described in pseudo code as follows:

1. nodeA = root node of trie A (the input set trie)
2. nodeB = root node of trie B (the range trie)
3. getBitSet of nodeA -> 00100010
4. getBitSet of nodeB -> 01111110
5. bitwise and -> 00100010
6. for all set bits

nodeA = getChildNode of nodeA
nodeB = getChildNode of nodeB
if leaf node
perform bitwise and
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else
recursion (step 3)

[0310] Range trie 3902 is an example which shows that the range trie may comprise very many nodes. Materializing
range trie 3902 with all its nodes would thus be costly in terms of time and memory space. For this reason, the range
trie maybe implemented as a virtual trie, i.e. a trie which is dynamically generated on demand during the intersection
operation. This is indicated in Fig. 39 by the content of the triangle of range trie 3902 being drawn with dashed lines.
[0311] During the intersection operation, the operator accesses and the virtual range trie delivers "on the fly" the
components required for traversing the trie, through the application programming interface (API). E.g., the bitmap of the
current node may be accessed through the getBitSet() method and a child node through the getChildNode() method
introduced above. The API returns the respective bitmap on the one hand and - instead of the child node of a real trie
- an object on the other hand which will provide the respective bitmap for the next recursion. For the operator, the virtual
trie looks just like a real, physically implemented trie.
[0312] Typically, only those parts of a virtual range trie are dynamically generated which are required for combining
the input set trie and the range trie by the intersection operation. In the example of Fig. 39, due to branch skipping as
explained above, the virtual sub-tries associated with bits 2, 3, 4, and 5 set in the bitmap of the root node of the range
trie are not accessed during the intersection operation, and for this reason none of their nodes is ever generated.
[0313] In some embodiments of the range query according to the invention, like the embodiment illustrated in Fig. 39,
the keys associated with the leaves of the input set trie code one data item of a specific data type. These embodiments
can also be referred to as "one-dimensional" range queries. In one-dimensional range queries, the definitions of the one
or more ranges comprise definitions of one or more ranges for the one data item.

Multidimensional range queries

[0314] In other embodiments of the range query according to the invention, the keys associated with the leaf nodes
of the input set trie code two or more data items of a specific data type. In this case, the definitions of one or more ranges
comprise definitions of one or more ranges for one or more of the data items. Such embodiments can also be referred
to as "multi-dimensional" range queries.
[0315] An example for a multi-item or multi-dimensional range query is illustrated in Fig. 40. Input set trie 4001 is a
two-dimensional or two-item trie, wherein each of its leaf nodes is associated with a key which specifies a value pair (x,
y). Such a value pair can be used, e.g., to specify the longitude and latitude of geolocation data, or a composite key like
(longitude, ID) or (latitude, ID), as will be explained below with reference to Fig. 54 to 57. Each of the dimensions x and
y in this example comprises two digits in an 8-ary system for readability, but in the preferred implementations trie data
structures as described above are used. As will become apparent from the explanation below, the x- and γ-dimensions
are stored in an interleaved manner in input set trie 4001, in accordance with the above described interleaved coding
of multiple data items in one key.
[0316] Input set trie 4001 has a root node on level 1. The bitmap associated with the root node indicates the value of
the first digit of the x-dimension. Bits "1" and "5" are set in the bitmap associated with the root node, which indicates that
the first digit of the x-dimensions of the keys stored in the input set trie is either "1" or "5". The bitmaps associated with
the nodes on level 2 indicate the value of the first digit of the γ-dimension. Bits "3" and "4" are set in the bitmap associated
with the node on level 2 which depends from bit "1" of the root node, and bit "6" is set in the bitmap associated with the
node on level 2 which depends from bit "5" of the root node. This indicates that the first digit of the γ-dimension of the
keys whose x-dimension starts with a "1" is either "3" or "4", and the first digit of the γ-dimension of the keys whose x-
dimension starts with a "5" is "6". The bitmaps associated with the nodes on level 3 indicate the value of the second
digit of the x-dimension. The bits set in these bitmaps indicate that there are keys with x-dimensions "12" and "16" whose
γ-dimension starts with "3", keys with x-dimensions "12" and "15" whose γ-dimension starts with "4", and keys with x-
dimensions "56" whose γ-dimension starts with "6". The bitmaps of the nodes on level 4, and the nodes on level 5 are
not shown in Fig. 40 but only indicated by small triangles depending from the nodes on level 4.
[0317] The range trie for a multi-item or multi-dimensional range query may be a multi-item range trie obtained by
combining a single-item or one-dimensional range trie for each of the data items coded by the keys associated with the
leaves of the input set trie, which single-item range trie for a data item stores all the values included in one or more
ranges of the data item. A single-item range trie may be a virtual range trie as described above. This means that only
those parts of a virtual single-item trie are dynamically generated which are required for combining the single-item range
tries to obtain the multi-item range trie, or for combining the input set trie and the single-item tries by the intersection
operation.
[0318] In the example of Fig. 40, two one-dimensional input ranges are obtained for the two-dimensional range query:
the range of [15 .. 55] for the x-dimension, and the range of [30, 31] for the γ-dimension. A (virtual) range trie 4002 is
created which stores the range of [15 .. 15] for the x-dimension, and a (virtual) range trie 4003 is created which stores
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the range of [30 .. 31] for the γ-dimension.
[0319] In some multi-dimensional range queries, for some of the data items (dimensions) no definition of a range may
be obtained. E.g., a user may specify only a range [15 .. 55] for the x-dimension for performing a range query on the
two-dimensional input set trie 4001 of Fig. 40, but no definition of a range for the γ-dimension. This means that the user
is interested in all keys stored in input set trie 4001 whose values for the x-dimension lie between 15 and 55, independent
of their values for the γ-dimension. The dimension for which no range is specified is to be skipped or ignored. This can
be achieved by creating a (virtual) single-item range trie even for a data item for which no definition of a range is obtained,
which stores the entire range of possible values of the data item. Such a trie can also be referred to as a "wildcard trie".
For example, in one implementation, a MatchAll trie is a trie which implements the above-mentioned trie (node) interface
("CDBINode"). Calling the getBitSet() method on any of its nodes will always return a bitmap with all bits set.
[0320] The multi-item or multi-dimensional range trie which is obtained from the combination of the single-item or one-
dimensional range tries typically stores all combinations of the values of the data items stored in the single-item (one-
dimensional) range tries. E.g., if the range for an x-dimension is [11.. 13], and the range for a γ-dimension is [7 .. 8], the
combined two-dimensional range trie stores the keys for the (x, y) value pairs (11, 7), (11, 8), (12, 7), (12, 8), (13, 7),
and (13, 8).
[0321] Fig. 41 shows how the different portions of the one-dimensional range tries 4002 and 4003 of Fig. 40 are
combined to obtain the interleaved two-dimensional range trie which is shown in Fig. 42. As can be observed in Fig. 42,
the x- and γ-dimensions in the combined two-dimensional range trie are stored in the same interleaved manner as input
set trie 4001 of Fig. 40. In comparison, Fig. 43 shows how the one-dimensional range tries 4002 and 4003 of Fig. 40
are combined to obtain a non-interleaved two-dimensional range trie, which is shown in Fig. 44. From an abstract point
of view, this results in a trie comprising all X-value keys, wherein each leaf node is the root of a trie comprising all Y-
value keys.
[0322] In the preferred embodiments of the invention, and this is true for both for one-dimensional and multi-dimensional
range queries, the range trie has the same structure or format as the input set trie. Thus, where a multi-dimensional
input set trie stores the data items in an interleaved manner, the multi-dimensional range trie preferably uses interleaved
storing, and where the input set trie stores the data items in a non-interleaved manner, the multi-dimensional range trie
preferably also does not use interleaved storing. Furthermore, the keys associated with the leaves of a range trie
preferably code the data items of the same data type as the keys associated with the leaves of the input set trie. Finally,
in a range trie, a data item of a certain data type or a component of such a data item is preferably coded in nodes of the
same level as the corresponding data item or component of the data item in the input set trie.
[0323] In some embodiments of the multi-item or multi-dimensional range query, the combining of the single-item or
one-dimensional range tries to obtain a multi-item or multi-dimensional range is performed by a function which provides
the multi-item range trie as an input to the function (e.g. an intersection operator) which implements the combining of
the input set trie with the multi-item range trie. This is shown in the example of Fig. 64, where the combining is performed
by interleave operator 6404.
[0324] In other embodiments, the combining of the single-item or one-dimensional range tries to obtain a multi-item
or multi-dimensional range trie is performed within the function or operator which implements the intersection of the input
set trie with the range trie. In this case, the multi-dimensional range trie will exist only conceptually. In fact, the function
or operator which implements the combining of the input set trie with the range trie accesses the (virtual) one-dimensional
range tries such as if they together formed a (virtual) multi-dimensional range trie. If there are dimensions for which no
range is specified, these dimensions are skipped or ignored by the function or operator which implements the intersection
of the input set trie with the range trie, e.g. by creating a wildcard trie as described above.
[0325] In the example of Fig. 40, the combining is performed by two-dimensional intersection (AND) operator 4004.
The algorithm performed by intersection operator 4004 can be described in pseudo code as follows:

1. nodeA = root node of trie A (the input set trie)
2. nodeB = root node of trie B (range for x-dimension)
3. nodeC = root node of trie C (range for γ-dimension)
4. getBitSet of nodeA -> 00100010
5. getBitSet of nodeB -> 00111110
6. bitwise and -> 00100010
7. for all set bits

nodeA = getChildNode of nodeA,
8. getBitSet of nodeA -> 00011000
9. getBitSet of nodeC -> 00001000
10. bitwise and -> 00001000
11. for all set bits
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Get child node of child nodeA,
nodeB = getChildNode of nodeB
nodeC = getChildNode of nodeC
if leaf node
perform bitwise and
else
recursion (step 4)

[0326] The (virtual) multi-dimensional range trie is created conceptually in that the set of child nodes of each node in
the resulting trie would be the result of the AND combination of the sets of child nodes of the corresponding nodes in
the input set trie and the multi-dimensional range trie, if the one-dimensional range tries were actually combined to obtain
a (virtual) multi-dimensional range trie, at least if the multi-dimensional range trie has the same structure or format as
the input set trie.
[0327] E.g., Fig. 40 shows resulting trie 4006, which like input set trie 4001 stores the x- and γ-dimensions in an
interleaving manner. Resulting trie 4006 has a node 4007 which is associated with the key having the value (x=i, y=3).
This node represents the entire set of child nodes of the node 4108 which is associated with the key having the value
x=i. The node of input set trie 4001 which corresponds to node 4007 of resulting trie 4006 is node 4009, which is the
node associated with the key having the value x=i. A multi-dimensional range trie 4100 which is obtained if the one-
dimensional range tries 4002 and 4003 of Fig. 40 are actually combined, and which has the same structure and format
as input set trie 4001, is shown in Fig. 41. The node of multi-dimensional range trie 4100 which corresponds to node
4007 of resulting trie 4006 is node 4101, which is the node which is associated with the key having the value x=i. The
AND combination of the set of child nodes of node 4009 of input set trie 4001 (nodes 4010 and 4011) and the set of
child nodes of node 4101 of multi-dimensional range trie 4100 (node 4102) results in node 4007 of resulting trie 4006.
[0328] Storing the different dimensions or items of a multi-dimensional or multi-item input set trie in an interleaved
manner will in many cases lead to more efficient range queries, as will now be explained with reference to Fig. 45 and 46.
[0329] Fig. 45 shows an input set trie 4501 storing the same values as input set trie 4001 of Fig. 40, but in a non-
interleaved manner. Just like input set trie 4001, input set trie 4501 has a root node on level 1, and the bitmap associated
with the root node indicates the value of the first digit of the x-dimension. However, the bitmaps associated with the
nodes on level 2 of input set trie 4501 indicate the value of the second digit of the x-dimension, rather than the first digit
of the γ-dimension in interleaved input set trie 4001. The bitmaps associated with the nodes on level 3 indicate the value
of the first digit of the γ-dimension, and the bitmaps of the nodes on level 4 (not shown in Fig. 45) indicate the value of
the second digit of the γ-dimension.
[0330] The nodes which are traversed for a two-dimensional range query with ranges X = [15 .. 55] and Y = [30 .. 31]
when performing the AND combination of the input set trie 4501 with a respective (likewise non-interleaved) two-dimen-
sional range trie in accordance with the present invention are shaded in Fig. 45 (nodes on level 5 are not shown).
Although only one node (x=16, y=3) in level 4 is a shaded node, on the three higher levels, in total six nodes need to
be traversed (visited): the root node, x=i, x=5, x=15, x=16, and x=53.
[0331] In comparison, Fig. 46 shows interleaved input set trie 4001 of Fig. 40, wherein again the nodes which are
traversed for a two-dimensional range query with ranges X = [15 .. 55] and Y = [30 .. 31] in accordance with the present
invention are shaded (nodes on level 5 are not shown). The same one node (x=16, y=3) in level 4 as in Fig. 45 is a
shaded node, but on the three higher levels, in total only four nodes need to be traversed: the root node, x=i, x=5, and
(x=i, y=3).
[0332] The reason for this is that while in non-interleaved input set trie 4501 all x-values that fall within the range of
[15 .. 55] are determined up to the last (the second) digit, in the interleaved input set trie 4001, nodes not worth traversing
can be eliminated more quickly by having a look at the first digit of the γ-dimension. The chances of eliminating nodes
by looking at the first digit of another dimension are higher than the chances of eliminating nodes by looking at a further
digit of the same dimension. As will be understood, the more digits the different dimensions have, the higher will be the
performance gains of interleaved storing.
[0333] As mentioned above, a range query may provide as an output a set of keys associated with the leaves of the
input set trie, e.g. in case of a one-dimensional range query, or if the user is interested in all dimensions of multi-
dimensional keys stored in an input set trie. Alternatively, the range query may provide as an output a set of reduced-
item keys coding a subset of the data items coded by the keys associated with the leaves of the input set trie. An example
for this is shown in Fig. 47 and 48.
[0334] In Fig. 47, two-dimensional or two-item trie input set trie 4701 is the same as input set trie 4001 of Fig. 40,
wherein each of its leaf nodes is associated with a key which specifies a value pair (x, y). The user in example is interested
in all x-values stored in the input set trie. Thus, although not shown in detail, one-dimensional range trie 4702 is a
wildcard-trie which stores the entire range of possible values of the x-dimension, and one-dimensional range trie 4703
is wildcard-trie which stores the entire range of possible values of the γ-dimension.
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[0335] Like one-dimensional range tries 4002 and 4003 of Fig. 40, one-dimensional range tries 4702 and 4703 are
combined at least conceptually, to obtain a two-item or two-dimensional range trie. Since both one-dimensional range
tries are wildcard-tries, the two-dimensional range trie contains all possible value pairs (x, y). The two-dimensional range
trie is then combined with two-dimensional input set trie 4701 by two-dimensional intersection (AND) operator 4704.
Like two-dimensional intersection (AND) operator 4004 of Fig. 40, intersection operator 4704 combines the two-dimen-
sional input set trie with the two-dimensional range trie in accordance with the intersection operation, to obtain the set
of keys associated with the nodes of a respective resulting trie. Furthermore, as explained above, the set of child nodes
of each node in the resulting trie is the AND combination of the set of child nodes of the corresponding node in the two-
dimensional input set trie and the set of child nodes of the corresponding node in the two-dimensional range trie. Since
the two-dimensional range trie stores all possible value pairs (x, y), the resulting trie is identical to the input set trie.
[0336] In contrast to intersection operator 4004 of Fig. 40, since the user is only interested in the x-values stored in
the input set trie, intersection operator 4704 of Fig. 47 does not provide as an output a set of (x, y) keys associated with
the leaves of the input set trie. Rather, intersection operator 4704 provides as an output a set of values for the x-dimension
only, in this example the set of all x-values stored in the input set trie.
[0337] Where a range query provides as an output a set of reduced-item keys, like in Fig. 47, the sets of reduced-item
keys which are obtained from different branches of the input set trie which are related to data items not coded in the
reduced-item keys may contain duplicates. For example, as can be seen in Fig. 47, there are at least two leaf nodes in
the input set trie 4701 whose x-value is 12, namely at least one where the first digit of the γ-value is 3 (12,3...) and at
least one where the first digit of the γ-value is 4 (12, 4...). In order to eliminate duplicate keys prior to providing the output,
in particular if the output set is used in upstream operators, the sets of reduced-item keys which are obtained from
different branches of the input set trie which are related to data items not coded in the reduced-item keys are merged
prior to providing the output. For two dimensions, the merging can be performed per level of the input set trie in an
acceptably efficient manner. However, it will oftentimes be more efficient (e.g. where the input set trie has more than
two dimensions) to write the set of reduced-item keys into a newly created trie, whereby duplicates are automatically
eliminated.
[0338] In the example of Fig. 47, in order to eliminate duplicate x-values in the output set, the set of x-value keys
obtained as a result of combining input set trie 4701 with the two-dimensional range trie by the intersection operation is
written into a newly created one-dimensional trie whose nodes are associated with keys having only x-values. This newly
created one-dimensional trie is shown in Fig. 48. The values of the keys associated with its leaf nodes corresponds to
the set of all x-values stored in input set trie 4701.
[0339] An algorithm performed by two-dimensional intersection operator 4004 outputting only x-values can be de-
scribed in pseudo code as follows:

1. nodeA = root node of trie A (the input set trie)
2. nodeB = root node of trie B (wildcard trie for x-dimension)
3. nodeC = root node of trie C (wildcard trie for γ-dimension)
4. getBitSet of nodeA -> 00100010
5. getBitSet of nodeB -> 11111111
6. bitwise and -> 00100010
7. for all set bits

nodeA = getChildNode of nodeA,
8. getBitSet of nodeA -> 00011000
9. getBitSet of nodeC -> 11111111
10. bitwise and -> 00011000
11. for all set bits

Get child node of child nodeA,
nodeB = getChildNode of nodeB
nodeC = getChildNode of nodeC
if leaf node

perform bitwise and
write result key (x only) to output trie

else
recursion (step 4)
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[0340] In the example of Fig. 47, only the values of the x-dimension are provided as an output. As will be understood,
the same principles apply when only the values of the y-dimension are provided as an output. Furthermore, since both
one-dimensional range tries 4702 and 4703 are wildcard-tries, all x-values stored in input set trie 4701 are provided as
an output. As will be understood, where one-dimensional range tries 4702 and/or 4703 store only a subset of all possible
x- and/or y-values, only a subset of all x-values stored in input set trie 4701 may be provided as an output. For example,
if one-dimensional range trie 4702 was the same as range trie 4002 of Fig. 40, storing the x-values within the range of
[15 .. 55] only, the output provided by intersection operator 4004 would not comprise the value of x=i2. As another
example, if both one-dimensional range tries 4702 and 4703 were the same as the respective range tries 4002 and 4003
of Fig. 40, storing the x-values within the range of [15 .. 55] only, and, respectively, storing the y-values within the range
of [30 .. 31] only, the output provided by intersection operator 4004 would only comprise the value of x=16.

Index Approaches and Performance Measurements

[0341] To measure the performance of the range queries according to various examples, experiments were conducted
whose results will discussed in the following with reference to Fig. 53 to 70. A geo-location application with spatial queries
was used as an example. The sample data was derived from the OpenStreetMap data for region Europe, which can be
obtained from http://download.geofabrik.de/europe.html. Each entry in the example database contained an 10-digit ID,
a value with seven positions after decimal point for each latitude and longitude, and a string representing the street name
and the house number.

[0342] A first experiment was made to see how the index size (the amount of indexed records) affects query performance
for a constant result size. The database was queried to return the IDs of all locations within a small rectangle in the area
of Munich (longitude 11.581981 +/- 0.01 and latitude 48.135125 +/- 0.01, as shown in Fig. 49). The database contained
in total about 28.5 million records, and 3,143 out of them were matches.
[0343] For a first series of measurements, the matching records were loaded first and then the about 28.5 million other
records were added to the database. These other records are illustrated as the shaded area in Fig. 50. After every
100,000 added records, the query was made and its execution time was measured. Obviously, every query returned
the 3,143 matches.
[0344] For a second series of measurements, the matching records within the rectangle were also loaded first, but
the remaining records were loaded without the records within the "bands" of matching longitude or latitude. The remaining
records loaded in the second series of measurements are illustrated in Fig. 51.
[0345] The first experiment was performed on five different approaches to indexing and querying geo-locations.
[0346] In a prior art approach, herein referred to as "prior art indexing" a SpatialPrefixTree of an Apache Lucene
database engine which supports spatial indexing combining longitude and latitude was used. To query all locations
within the specified rectangle, a range query was performed on both dimensions. The queries each returned a set of
IDs representing the records located with the specified longitude or latitude band, which was collected by a cursor-based
iterator to create interim result sets. The interim result sets were intersected to obtain the final result set. This is illustrated
in Fig. 52, where the shaded areas mark the specified longitude and latitude bands (the interim result sets), and the
black area marks the specified rectangle (the final result set). The SpatialPrefixTree is not a trie but used for creating
an inverted index optimized for spatial queries. Query performance is enhanced by creating several indexes for several
levels of resolution, similar to the variable precision indexing for tries which will be explained below with reference to
Fig. 58 to 60.
[0347] Fig. 53 shows the measurement results for the prior art approach. The x-axis indicates the number of records
loaded into the database, and the y-axis indicates the number of queries performed per second in logarithmic scale. It
could be observed that with and without matching bands loaded into the database, the query performance decreased
with an increasing number of records in the database. This performance behavior is typical for prior art databases, where

ID latitude longitude street/house-number
...
2893790155 48.1567392 11.4790834 Paul-Gerhardt-Allee 70a
2893790156 48.1603032 11.4787549 Frauendorferstraße 71
2893790157 48.1734518 11.4717007 Thaddaus-Eck-Straße 72
2893790158 48.1625381 11.4697256 Paganinistraße 72
2893790159 48.1569137 11.4791783 Paul-Gerhardt-Allee 72
2893790160 48.1601922 11.4788085 Frauendorferstraße 73
...
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the access time depends on the filling level of an index.
[0348] A first approach to indexing and querying geo-locations using preferred examples of the tries described above
was made, which is herein referred to as "standard indexing". One index for latitude was created by means of a first 2-
dimensional trie of the preferred examples. and another index for longitude was created by means of a second 2-
dimensional trie of the preferred examples. In other words, each of the 2-dimensional index tries stored two items, namely
(latitude, ID) or (longitude, ID), respectively. The 2-dimensional index tries were stored in a non-interleaved manner, as
shown above in the trie of Fig. 44, wherein latitude/longitude formed a first key part and the ID formed a second key part.
[0349] From an abstract point of view, this resulted in a trie comprising all latitudes/longitudes, wherein each leaf node
is the root of a trie comprising the IDs of all locations having the respective latitude/longitude, as is illustrated in Fig. 54.
[0350] A range query over the first key parts (latitude/longitude) returned the trie roots of the IDs of the locations having
the matching latitudes/longitudes. In order to deliver these results with a trie interface, the lists of trie roots were combined
using a multi-OR operator which provides the trie interface, as is illustrated in Fig. 55. Thus, as is illustrated in Fig. 56,
the standard indexing used two index-tries 5601, 5603, each of them having two key parts: (latitude, ID) or (longitude,
ID). For the first key part of the trie, a range query was performed using a virtual latitude/longitude trie 5602, 5604. The
result of each of the range queries was combined using a multi-OR operator 5605, 5606. The result of the two multi-OR
operators was combined using an AND-operator 5607, which delivered the final result.
[0351] Fig. 57 shows the measurement results for standard indexing. It could be observed that without matching
records loaded into the database, the query time was constant, which is owed to the fact that tries have constant access
times, i.e. independent of their filling level. The query time was also about 10 times shorter than when using the prior
art approach, which is remarkable, given that the SpatialPrefixTree of the Lucene database engine is optimized for
spatial queries.
[0352] With matching records loaded into the database, the query performance of standard indexing decreased be-
cause more and more results of the independent latitude and longitude queries had to be combined. The performance
of standard indexing with matching records is not very good because long lists of nodes (IDs) occur. To improve per-
formance, the amount of nodes that have to be combined by an OR operation needs to be reduced.
[0353] In an approach herein referred to as "variable precision indexing", the amount of nodes that need to be OR-ed
could be reduced dramatically by maintaining multiple indexes with variable precision, creating a hierarchy. This is
comparable to the concept of creating several indexes for several levels of resolution in the prior art database engine
mentioned above. Using for example ranges in tries which store 2-digit decimal numbers, one can have indexes for each
level representing the prefixes:

- 0, 1, 2, ...9

- 00, 01, 02, ..., 09, 10, ... 99

[0354] By way of example, an index for a first level of X-values (1st key part) is shown in Fig. 58, and an index for the
second level of X-values is shown in Fig. 59, wherein the 2nd key part (the Y-item) could be an ID. An entry in the first
level index shown in Fig. 58 (the leaf of the 1st key part or X-item) contains all IDs (tries of 2nd key parts) of the X-values
in the respective prefix range. A query for the X-range from 10 to 53 would combine the results of a query for the range
of 1 .. 4 on the index of Fig. 58 (two hits, marked by the dashed rectangle) with the results of a query for the range of
50 .. 53 on the index of Fig. 59 (one hit, marked by the dashed rectangle). This results in only three nodes which have
to be combined in a subsequent multi-OR operation, instead of five nodes when using only the index trie of Fig. 59.
[0355] The actual experiments conducted by the inventor used 6 bits for each precision step. The precision length
was stored in the first byte of a key. A trie had 11 levels, and a node in the trie had up to 16 child nodes at the root level
and up to 64 child nodes at the 10 subsequent levels (including leaf nodes). This means that at maximum 16 - 2 nodes
at the root level and 2 * (64-1) nodes at the next level for the left and right parts of the trie had to be OR-ed. This resulted
in an upper bound of 16 - 2 + 2 * (64-1) * 10 = 1274 tries that had to be OR-ed. Every key value subject to a range query
was stored with 11 precision levels. A range query based on a virtual range trie as described above was used to perform
the query. A list of all keys which are required to select the required nodes was created.
[0356] Fig. 60 shows the measurement results for variable precision indexing. When the matching bands are not
loaded, query execution is very fast (about 10 times faster than when using standard indexing) and with constant time.
Even with matching records loaded into the database, the query performance is almost constant. However, as will be
shown below, variable precision indexing is expensive in terms of memory demand and indexing performance.
[0357] Another approach to indexing and querying geo-locations, herein referred to as "two-dimensional indexing",
showed that there a solution which is faster than standard indexing but without the drawbacks of variable precision
indexing. In this approach, illustrated in Fig. 61, the longitude/latitude and the ID of the database entries were stored in
interleaved tries, which had the structure as discussed above, e.g., with reference to Fig. 32 and 46. As with standard
indexing, the latitude and longitude were indexed separately in two different tries, trie 6110 (longitude, ID) and trie 6120
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(latitude, ID).
[0358] To query for a rectangle, a virtual range trie 6130 specifying the longitude range and a virtual range trie 6140
specifying the latitude range were created. When the longitude index was intersected with the longitude range trie and
at the same time the latitude index was intersected with the latitude range trie, the intermediate results of the intersections
were combined as will be explained in the following.
[0359] In a first step, a bitwise AND operation is performed between the bitmap of root node 6111 of longitude index
trie 6110 and the root node of longitude range trie 6130, as is indicated by arrow 6151 in Fig. 61. Likewise, a bitwise
AND operation is performed between the bitmap of root node 6121 of latitude index trie 6120 and the root node of latitude
range trie 6130, as is indicated by arrow 6152 in Fig. 61.
[0360] Nodes 6112 and 6122 in Fig. 61 represent the nodes on level 2 of index tries 6110 and 6120. Each of these
nodes on level 2 is the root node of an ID key part in the index. Thus, the bitwise AND operation between the bitmap of
root node 6111 of longitude index trie 6110 and the root node of longitude range trie 6130 yields the first key portions
of the IDs which belong to locations having the specified longitude range, and bitwise AND operation between the bitmap
of root node 6121 of latitude index trie 6120 and the root node of latitude range trie 6140 yields the first key portions of
the IDs which belong to locations having the specified latitude range.
[0361] In a second step, keys in the index tries which do not belong to locations falling into both the specified longitude
and latitude ranges are filtered out as follows: the bitmaps of the nodes of the longitude/latitude index trie 6110/6120
yielded by the first step are combined by a bitwise OR operation, and a bitwise AND operation is performed between
the results of the bitwise OR operations, as is indicated by arrow 6153 in Fig. 61.
[0362] Nodes 6113 and 6123 in Fig. 61 represent the nodes on level 3 of index tries 6110 and 6120. Each of these
nodes on level 3 stores a second key portion of the longitude/latitude key part stored in the index trie. The operation in
the third step continue with the nodes on level 3 which belong to keys that have not been filtered out in the second step.
A bitwise AND operation is performed between the bitmaps of these nodes and the corresponding nodes (on level 2) of
the respective range tries 6130, 6140, as is indicated by arrows 6154, 6155 in Fig. 61.
[0363] Nodes 6114 and 6124 in Fig. 61 represent the nodes on level 4 of index tries 6110 and 6120. Each of these
nodes on level 4 stores a second key portion of the ID key parts stored in the index trie. The operation in a fourth step
continues with the nodes on level 4 which were yielded as the result of the bitwise AND operations in the third step.
Similar to the second step, the bitmaps of the nodes of the longitude/latitude index trie 6110/6120 yielded by the first
step which have the same parent node are combined by a bitwise OR operation, and a bitwise AND operation is performed
between the corresponding results of the bitwise OR operations, as is indicated by arrow 6156 in Fig. 61.
[0364] The operation was continued in the same fashion until the leaf nodes of the index tries was reached. In summary,
the two indexes were combined using a matcher that returned a "view" of the alternating index with the first dimension
(x) only. The second dimension was suppressed in the output of the matcher.
[0365] Fig. 62 shows the measurement results for two-dimensional indexing. Again, when no matching bands were
loaded into the database, the query time was constant. With matching bands loaded into the database, the query
performance improved significantly compared to standard indexing.
[0366] The strategy of matching and suppressing a dimension could in principle be applied to more than two dimensions.
However, this causes large chains of nodes: Each node of the x-dimension may have 64 children of the γ-dimension
which again may have 64 children, already 4096 in total.
[0367] In a last approach to indexing and querying geo-locations, herein referred to as "single-index indexing", only
one, multi-dimensional index was created which stored both longitude and latitude in one interleaved trie as discussed
above, e.g., with reference to Fig. 32 and 46. The schematics of this index trie is shown in Fig. 63, where the first and
second key parts X and Y, representing longitude and latitude, are stored in an interleaved manner, and a third key part,
representing the IDs of a location, is stored in subtries which depend from the leaves of the X/Y trie. The IDs stored in
each of the subtries belong to the set of locations having the same longitude and latitude.
[0368] To query for the rectangle, a two-dimensional range query was performed as described above, e.g. with refer-
ence to Fig. 40. As is shown in Fig. 64, the range for longitude was specified by a first one-dimensional virtual range
trie 6402, and the range for latitude was specified by a second one-dimensional virtual range trie 6403. Both one-
dimensional range tries were combined by interleave operator 6404 to form an interleaved two-dimensional range trie.
To obtain the set of ID subtries which belong to matching longitudes and latitudes, AND operator 6405 performs an
intersection between the two-dimensional range trie and the X/Y part of the index trie 6401.
[0369] Fig. 65 shows the measurement results for single-index indexing. It could be observed that single-index indexing
offers perfect scalability, and the query performance did not noticeably depend on the number of records in the database,
even when the matching bands were loaded. Note that the spikes in the performance were caused by the Java Virtual
Machine garbage collections.
[0370] Fig. 66 shows the results of a second experiment, in which query performance (queries per second) was
measured over increasing result size. The query rectangle was increased from +/- 0.01 to +/- 0.20 degrees for latitude
and longitude. 28.5 million records were loaded into the database first. It could be observed that variable precision
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indexing scales best for larger results (note that due to memory constraints, only partial data could be loaded for variable
precision indexing). Single-index indexing also offers a good performance. This is particularly true when in addition to
latitude and longitude, the ID was also stored in an interleaved manner. It is believed that the performance gain of the
triple-interleaved index results from an increased number of common prefix paths, which is evidenced also by a smaller
memory footprint (46.01 vs. 44.76 bytes/point). Performance may be better because there are less branches in the tree,
which may result in less recursion steps for traversing the tree.
[0371] Prior art indexing using the Lucene database delivered nearly constant results for all result sizes, but at a lower
performance level than single-index indexing. Standard indexing (two indexes non-interleaved) and two-dimensional
indexing (two indexes interleaved) performed better than the prior art indexing using the Lucene database for small
results sizes, but was less performant for large result sizes. Fig. 67 shows the same results as Fig. 66, but with a
logarithmic scale on the x-axis. In this representation, it can be seen the query performance for indexes decreases on
a straight line for growing result size. This means that in particular the two single-index approaches have a linear
scalability, i.e. a doubled result size doubles the query time.
[0372] In a third experiment, indexing performance (indexed entries per second) was measured. 28.5 million records
were loaded, and the time was measured every 100,000 added records. It could be observed that the prior art index
and all trie-based approaches offer a practically constant performance over index growth. The results are summarized
in Fig. 68. As mentioned above, variable precision indexing did not perform well because 2 x 11 index entries had to be
created per record. The prior art index (Lucene), whose approach is similar to variable precision indexing, performed
even worse. The trie-based standard indexing and two-dimensional indexing both create 2 index entries per record and
hence have similar indexing performance. Single-index indexing creates only one index entry per record and performs
best. Note that in the trie-based approaches, the black column represents the results of uncompressed tries and the
light column the results for tries using bitmap compression.
[0373] Fig. 69 compares the memory space required by the different indexes per indexed location. The prior art Lucene
index used more space than the trie-based standard indexing and two-dimensional indexing with bitmap compression
(light columns) and the single-index indexing, even without bitmap compression. Trie-based variable precision indexing
required much more space than any other approach.
[0374] It can be concluded that standard indexing works sufficiently well for attributes with low or medium cardinality.
For example, product prices typically do not have a continuous value space but discrete values like 3.99, 4.49, 4.89,
etc. Instead of storing something like an order-date as a timestamp with millisecond precision, it may be sufficient to
store it with day or hour precision to satisfy the requirement of making the value space "more" discrete. To index columns
with continuous value space, variable precision indexing offers better performance, especially if used in multidimensional
queries. However, due to slow indexing and high memory demand, use of variable precision indexing can be recom-
mended only for static applications and where sufficient memory is available. For closely tied dimensions, single-index
indexing is the best solution for moderate expected result sizes.
[0375] Even though the multi-dimensional indexes have been presented here in the context of spatial queries, the trie-
based range queries can be applied to many other situations, e.g. for graph databases. A property graph database is
based on nodes that are connected by edges, with both nodes and edges having properties. If nodes and edges are
each represented by a unique ID, a node-edge-node triplet can be represented and queried using these three IDs as
dimensions. Note that the same applies to the context of the Resource Description Framework (RDF) with its subject-
predicate-object expressions - called triplets in RDF-terminology.
[0376] The invention can easily be used also for full text search applications by storing each occurring term and the
document ID as two key parts (character string, long). Since the invention is based on a prefix-tree, it inherits the string
search capabilities of prefix trees. For example, it can be used to efficiently implement fuzzy (similarity) searches.
[0377] In fact, measurements performed by the inventor show the competitive performance in information retrieval
applications. In an experiment, 500.000 English Wikipedia articles were indexed. Fig. 70A shows the average indexing
performance of examples compared to the Lucene information retrieval software library in characters/sec. It can be seen
that the inventive system delivered only slightly lower indexing performance when arrays of long integers were used
(black column). As expected, indexing performance was somewhat lower when bitmap comprssion with arrays of bytes
were used (light column).
[0378] Figure 70B compares the index sizes (index size/text size in %). Surprisingly, even the memory model based
on arrays of long integers (black column) was on par with Lucene - although there are alignment losses. The memory
model based on bitmap compression with arrays of bytes (light column) required less space than Lucene.
[0379] Fig. 70C shows the query performance (queries/sec). A terms query in this experiment searched for all docu-
ments that contain the words "which" or "his" in combination with "from", to provide some complexity and quantity. With
multiple concurrent threads, the performance of the inventive system is up to seven times higher than that of Lucene.
[0380] The fuzzy query in this experiment searched for documents that contain words similar to "chica". Similarity is
defined by an editing distance (Levenshtein distance) of one, that is with a maximum of one character deletion, insertion
and substitution. In this discipline, the inventive system proved to be four to six times faster than Lucene. It is worth
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noting that both Lucene and the inventive system delivered exactly the same amount of result documents: 319,809 for
the term query and 30,994 for the fuzzy query.

Claims

1. A method of retrieving data from an electronic database or information retrieval system by performing an electronic
database or information retrieval system query, wherein the electronic database or information retrieval system
query is a range query, the method comprising the steps of:

obtaining the definitions of one or more ranges; and obtaining two or more input tries (3901; 3902);
combining (3903) the input tries using a logical operation to obtain the set of keys associated with the nodes of
a resulting trie; and
providing (3904) as query output the set of keys associated with the nodes of the resulting trie, or a subset of
the keys associated with the nodes of the resulting trie, in particular the keys associated with the leaves of the
resulting trie, or a set of keys or values derived from the keys associated with the nodes of the resulting trie;
wherein a trie comprises one or more nodes, each child node is associated with a key portion, and the path
from the root node to another node in the trie defines a key with which the node is associated, the key being a
concatenation of the key portions associated with the nodes on the path;
wherein the set of child nodes of each node in the resulting trie is the combination, using the logical operation,
of the sets of child nodes of the corresponding nodes in the input tries; and
two or more nodes of different tries correspond to each other if the keys associated with the nodes of the different
tries are identical; and
wherein one input trie (3901) is an input set trie which stores a set of keys stored in the electronic database or
information retrieval system or a set of result keys of an electronic database or information retrieval system
query, to be searched for the one or more ranges, another input trie (3902) is a virtual range trie,
wherein a range trie is a trie which when fully materialized stores all the values included in the one or more
ranges of which the definitions have been obtained and the logical operation is an intersection,
wherein a virtual range trie is a range trie which is dynamically generated during the operation of combining the
input tries wherein those parts of the virtual trie are dynamically generated which are required for traversing the
range trie.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of combining the input tries comprises

performing a combination function for the root node of the resulting trie;
wherein performing the combination function for an input node of the resulting trie comprises determining the
set of child nodes for the input node of the resulting trie by combining the sets of child nodes of the nodes of
the input tries which correspond to the input node of the resulting trie, using the logical operation;
and performing the combination function for each of the child nodes determined for the input node of the resulting
trie.

3. The method of any one of claims 1 or 2, wherein a node in an input trie, preferably at least all parent nodes in an
input trie which have more than one child node comprise a bitmap, the value of the key portion of a child node in a
trie is determined by the value of a bit (set) in the bitmap (502; 504) comprised by the parent node with which bit
the child node is associated, and the combination of child nodes of the input tries, using the logical operation,
comprises combining the bitmaps of each of the child nodes of the input tries, using the logical operation.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein using the logical operation comprises combining the bitmaps of nodes using a
bitwise AND Boolean operator, a bitwise OR Boolean operator, a bitwise AND NOT Boolean operator, or a bitwise
XOR Boolean operator.

5. The method of any one of claims 1 to 4, wherein the keys associated with nodes of the input set trie code two or
more data items of a specific data type and the definitions of one or more ranges comprise definitions of one or
more ranges for one or more of the data items.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the virtual range trie is a multi-item range trie obtained by combining a single-item
range trie for each of the data items coded by the keys associated with nodes of the input set trie, which single-item
range trie for a data item stores all the values included in one or more ranges of the data item, and the multi-item
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range trie stores all combinations of the values of the data items stored in the single-item range tries.

7. The method of claim 6, wherein the single-item range trie for each data item for which no definition of a range is
obtained stores the entire range of possible values of the data item.

8. The method of any one of claims 5 to 7, wherein the method provides as an output a set of reduced-item keys coding
a subset of the data items coded by the keys associated with the leaves of the input set trie.

9. The method of claim 8, wherein the set of reduced-item keys obtained as a result of the operation of combining the
input set trie with the virtual range trie is written into a newly created trie, thereby eliminating duplicate keys, prior
to providing the output.

10. The method of any one of claims 6 to 9, wherein at least one or two, preferably each of the data items coded by a
key associated with nodes of the input set trie and the virtual range trie consist of two or more components, wherein
a component is preferably a bit group comprising 6 bits; and the key contains two or more consecutive sections, at
least one or two, preferably each of the sections comprising components of two or more of the data items coded in
the key.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein at least one component, preferably each component, of a data item, preferably
each data item, coded by a key associated with nodes of the input set trie and/or the virtual range trie corresponds
to the key portion associated with one child node of the trie.

12. A computer program comprising instructions which, when the program is executed by a computer, cause the computer
to carry out the method of any one of claims 1 to 11.

13. A data-processing system comprising one or more processors and memory, the data-processing system being
configured to perform the method of any one of claims 1 to 11.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Abrufen von Daten aus einer elektronischen Datenbank oder einem Informationsabrufsystem durch
Ausführen einer elektronischen Datenbank- oder Informationsabrufsystemabfrage, wobei die elektronische Daten-
bank- oder Informationsabrufsystemabfrage eine Bereichsabfrage ist, wobei das Verfahren die folgenden Schritte
umfasst:

Erhalten der Definitionen von einem oder mehreren Bereichen; und Erhalten von zwei oder mehreren Einga-
betries (3901; 3902);
Kombinieren (3903) der Eingabetries unter Verwendung einer logischen Operation, um den Satz von Schlüsseln
zu erhalten, die den Knoten eines resultierenden Tries zugeordnet sind; und
Bereitstellen (3904) des Satzes von Schlüsseln, die den Knoten des resultierenden Tries zugeordnet sind, oder
einen Untersatz von Schlüsseln, die den Knoten des resultierenden Tries zugeordnet sind, insbesondere der
Schlüssel, die den Blättern des resultierenden Tries zugeordnet sind, oder einen Satz von Schlüsseln oder
Werten, die von den Schlüsseln abgeleitet sind, die den Knoten des resultierenden Tries zugeordnet sind, als
Abfrageausgabe;
wobei ein Trie einen oder mehrere Knoten umfasst, jeder Kindknoten einem Schlüsselabschnitt zugeordnet ist
und der Pfad von dem Wurzelknoten zu einem anderen Knoten in dem Trie einen Schlüssel definiert, dem der
Knoten zugeordnet ist, wobei der Schlüssel eine Verkettung der Schlüsselabschnitte ist, die den Knoten auf
dem Pfad zugeordnet sind;
wobei der Satz von Kindknoten jedes Knotens in dem resultierenden Trie die Kombination, unter Verwendung
der logischen Operation, der Sätze von Kindknoten der entsprechenden Knoten in den Eingabetries ist; und
zwei oder mehrere Knoten verschiedener Tries einander entsprechen, wenn die Schlüssel, die den Knoten der
verschiedenen Tries zugeordnet sind, identisch sind; und
wobei ein Eingabetrie (3901) ein Eingabesatz-Trie ist, der einen Satz von Schlüsseln, die in der elektronischen
Datenbank oder dem Informationsabrufsystem gespeichert sind, oder einen Satz von Ergebnisschlüsseln einer
elektronischen Datenbank- oder Informationsabrufsystemabfrage speichert, die nach dem einen oder mehreren
Bereichen durchsucht werden sollen, wobei ein anderer Eingabetrie (3902) ein virtueller Bereichstrie ist,
wobei ein Bereichstrie ein Trie ist, der, wenn er vollständig materialisiert ist, alle Werte speichert, die in dem
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einen oder den mehreren Bereichen enthalten sind, von denen die Definitionen erhalten wurden, und die logische
Operation eine Schnittmenge ist,
wobei ein virtueller Bereichstrie ein Bereichstrie ist, der dynamisch während der Operation des Kombinierens
der Eingabetries erzeugt wird, wobei diejenigen Teile des virtuellen Tries dynamisch erzeugt werden, die zum
Durchlaufen des Bereichstries erforderlich sind.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Schritt des Kombinierens der Eingabetries umfasst:

Ausführen einer Kombinationsfunktion für den Wurzelknoten des resultierenden Tries;
wobei das Ausführen der Kombinationsfunktion für einen Eingabeknoten des resultierenden Tries ein Bestimmen
des Satzes von Kindknoten für den Eingabeknoten des resultierenden Tries durch Kombinieren der Sätze von
Kindknoten der Knoten der Eingabetries, die dem Eingabeknoten des resultierenden Tries entsprechen, unter
Verwendung der logischen Operation umfasst;
und Ausführen der Kombinationsfunktion für jeden der Kindknoten, die für den Eingabeknoten des resultierenden
Tries bestimmt wurden.

3. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 oder 2, wobei ein Knoten in einem Eingabetrie, vorzugsweise mindestens
alle Elternknoten in einem Eingabetrie, die mehr als einen Kindknoten haben, eine Bitmap umfassen, wobei der
Wert des Schlüsselabschnitts eines Kindknotens in einem Trie durch den Wert eines (gesetzten) Bits in der Bitmap
(502; 504) bestimmt wird, die von dem Elternknoten umfasst wird, dem das Bit des Kindknotens zugeordnet ist, und
die Kombination von Kindknoten der Eingabetries unter Verwendung der logischen Operation das Kombinieren der
Bitmaps jedes der Kindknoten der Eingabetries unter Verwendung der logischen Operation umfasst.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 3, wobei die Verwendung der logischen Operation ein Kombinieren der Bitmaps von
Knoten unter Verwendung eines bitweisen booleschen Operators AND, eines bitweisen booleschen Operators OR,
eines bitweisen booleschen Operators AND NOT oder eines bitweisen booleschen Operators XOR umfasst.

5. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 4, bei dem die den Knoten des Eingabesatz-Tries zugeordneten Schlüssel
zwei oder mehrere Datenelemente eines bestimmten Datentyps codieren und die Definitionen eines oder mehrerer
Bereiche Definitionen eines oder mehrerer Bereiche für eines oder mehrere der Datenelemente umfassen.

6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 5, wobei der virtuelle Bereichstrie ein Mehrelement-Bereichstrie ist, der durch Kombinieren
eines Einzel element-Bereichstries für jedes der Datenelemente erhalten wird, die durch die Schlüssel codiert sind,
die mit Knoten des Eingabesatz-Tries verknüpft sind, wobei der Einzelelement-Bereichstrie für ein Datenelement
alle Werte speichert, die in einem oder mehreren Bereichen des Datenelements enthalten sind, und der Mehrelement-
Bereichstrie alle Kombinationen der Werte der Datenelemente speichert, die in den Einzelelement-Bereichstries
gespeichert sind.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 6, wobei der Einzelelement-Bereichstrie für jedes Datenelement, für das keine Definition
eines Bereichs erhalten wird, den gesamten Bereich der möglichen Werte des Datenelements speichert.

8. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 5 bis 7, wobei das Verfahren als Ausgabe einen Satz von Schlüsseln mit
reduzierten Elementen bereitstellt, die einen Untersatz der Datenelemente kodieren, die durch die den Blättern des
Eingabesatz-Tries zugeordneten Schlüssel kodiert sind.

9. Verfahren nach Anspruch 8, wobei der Satz von Schlüsseln mit reduzierten Elementen, der als Ergebnis der Ope-
ration des Kombinierens des Eingabesatz-Trie mit dem virtuellen Bereichs-Trie erhalten wird, in einen neu geschaf-
fenen Trie geschrieben wird, wodurch doppelte Schlüssel eliminiert werden, bevor die Ausgabe bereitgestellt wird.

10. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 6 bis 9, wobei mindestens ein oder zwei, vorzugsweise jedes der Datenele-
mente, die durch einen Schlüssel codiert sind, der mit Knoten des Eingabesatz-Trie und des virtuellen Bereichs-
Trie verknüpft ist, aus zwei oder mehr Komponenten bestehen, wobei eine Komponente vorzugsweise eine Bitgruppe
mit 6 Bits ist; und der Schlüssel zwei oder mehr aufeinanderfolgende Teile enthält, wobei mindestens ein oder zwei,
vorzugsweise jedes der Teile, Komponenten von zwei oder mehr der im Schlüssel codierten Datenelemente umfasst.

11. Verfahren nach Anspruch 10, wobei mindestens eine Komponente, vorzugsweise jede Komponente, eines Daten-
elements, vorzugsweise jedes Datenelements, das durch einen Schlüssel codiert ist, der mit Knoten des Eingabe-
satz-Trie und/oder des virtuellen Bereichs-Trie verbunden ist, dem Schlüsselabschnitt entspricht, der mit einem
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Kindknoten des Tries verbunden ist.

12. Computerprogramm mit Befehlen, die, wenn das Programm von einem Computer ausgeführt wird, den Computer
veranlassen, das Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 11 auszuführen.

13. Datenverarbeitungssystem mit einem oder mehreren Prozessoren und Speicher, wobei das Datenverarbeitungs-
system so konfiguriert ist, dass es das Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 11 ausführt.

Revendications

1. Un procédé de récupération de données depuis une base de données électronique ou un système de récupération
d’informations par exécution d’une requête de base de données électronique ou de système de récupération d’in-
formations, la requête de base de données électronique ou de système de récupération d’informations étant une
requête d’intervalle, le procédé comprenant les étapes suivantes :

obtention des définitions d’un ou plusieurs intervalles ; et obtention de deux ou plus tries d’entrée (3901 ; 3902) ;
combinaison (3903) des tries d’entrée à l’aide d’une opération logique pour obtenir l’ensemble des clés associées
aux nœuds d’un trie résultant ; et
délivrance (3904), comme sortie de requête, de l’ensemble de clés associées aux nœuds du trie résultant, ou
d’un sous-ensemble des clés associées aux nœuds du trie résultant, en particulier les clés associées aux
feuilles du trie résultant, ou un ensemble de clés ou de valeurs dérivées des clés associées au nœud du trie
résultant ;
dans lequel un trie comprend un ou plusieurs nœuds, chaque nœud fils étant associé à une partie de clé, et le
chemin du nœud racine à un autre nœud du trie définissant une clé à laquelle est associé le nœud, la clé étant
une concaténation des parties de clés associées aux nœuds sur le chemin ;
dans lequel l’ensemble de nœuds fils de chaque nœud du trie résultant est la combinaison, à l’aide de l’opération
logique, des ensembles de nœuds fils des nœuds correspondants du trie d’entrée ; et
deux ou plus nœuds de trie différents correspondent l’un à l’autre si les clés associées aux nœuds des tries
différents sont identiques ; et
dans lequel un trie d’entrée (3901) est un trie d’ensemble d’entrée qui stocke un ensemble de clés stockées
dans la base de données électronique ou le système de récupération d’informations ou un ensemble de clés
résultantes d’une requête de base de données électronique ou de système de récupération d’informations à
explorer à la recherche des un ou plusieurs intervalles, un autre trie d’entrée (3902) est un trie d’intervalle virtuel,
dans lequel un trie d’intervalle est un trie qui, lorsqu’il est complètement matérialisé, stocke toutes les valeurs
incluses dans les un ou plusieurs intervalles dont les définitions ont été obtenues et l’opération logique est une
intersection,
dans lequel un trie d’intervalle virtuel est un trie d’intervalle qui est généré dynamiquement pendant l’opération
de combinaison des tries d’entrée où sont générées dynamiquement celles des parties du trie virtuel qui sont
nécessaires pour parcourir le trie d’intervalle.

2. Le procédé de la revendication 1, dans lequel l’étape de combinaison des tries d’entrée comprend :

l’exécution d’une fonction de combinaison pour le nœud racine du trie résultant ;
dans lequel l’exécution de la fonction de combinaison pour un nœud d’entrée du trie résultant comprend la
détermination de l’ensemble de nœuds fils pour le nœud d’entrée du trie résultant par combinaison des ensem-
bles de nœuds fils des nœuds des tries d’entrée qui correspondent au nœud d’entrée du trie résultant, à l’aide
de l’opération logique ; et
l’exécution de la fonction de combinaison pour chacun des nœuds fils déterminés pour le nœud d’entrée du
trie résultant.

3. Le procédé de l’une des revendications 1 ou 2, dans lequel un nœud est un trie d’entrée, de préférence tous les
nœuds parents d’un trie d’entrée qui ont plus d’un nœud fils comprennent une bitmap, la valeur de la partie de clé
d’un nœud fils d’un trie est déterminée par la valeur d’un bit (set) de la bitmap (502 ; 504) inclus par le nœud parent
auquel bit est associé le nœud fils, et la combinaison des nœuds fils des tries d’entrée, à l’aide de l’opération logique,
comprend la combinaison des bitmaps de chacun des nœuds fils des tries d’entrée, à l’aide de l’opération logique.

4. Le procédé de la revendication 3, dans lequel l’utilisation de l’opération logique comprend la combinaison des
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bitmaps de nœuds à l’aide d’un opérateur booléen ET bit à bit, d’un opérateur booléen OU bit à bit, d’un opérateur
booléen NON ET bit à bit, ou d’un opérateur booléen OU EXCLUSIF bit à bit.

5. Le procédé de l’une des revendications 1 à 4, dans lequel les clés associées aux nœuds du trie d’ensemble d’entrée
codent deux ou plus éléments de données d’un type de données spécifique et les définitions d’un ou plusieurs
intervalles comprennent des définitions d’un ou plusieurs intervalles pour un ou plusieurs des éléments de données.

6. Le procédé de la revendication 5, dans lequel le trie d’intervalle virtuel est un trie d’intervalle à éléments multiples
obtenu en combinant les tries d’intervalle à élément unique pour chacun des éléments de donnée codés par les
clés associées aux nœuds du trie d’ensemble d’entrée, trie d’intervalle d’élément unique qui stocke pour un élément
de donnée toutes les valeurs dans un ou plusieurs intervalles de l’élément de donnée, et le trie d’intervalle à éléments
multiples stocke toutes les combinaisons des valeurs des éléments de donnée stockés dans les tries d’intervalle à
élément unique.

7. Le procédé de la revendication 6, dans lequel le trie d’intervalle à élément unique pour chaque élément de donnée
pour lequel aucune définition d’un intervalle n’est obtenue stocke la totalité de l’intervalle des valeurs possibles de
l’élément de donnée.

8. Le procédé de l’une des revendications 5 à 7, dans lequel le procédé délivre en tant que sortie un ensemble de
clés d’éléments réduits codant un sous-ensemble des éléments de donnée codés par les clés associées aux feuilles
du trie d’ensemble d’entrée.

9. Le procédé de la revendication 8, dans lequel l’ensemble de clés d’éléments réduits obtenus en tant que résultat
de l’opération de combinaison du trie d’ensemble d’entrée avec le trie d’intervalle virtuel est inscrit dans un trie
nouvellement créé, éliminant ainsi des doublons de clé, avant de délivrer la sortie.

10. Le procédé de l’une des revendications 6 à 9, dans lequel au moins un ou deux, de préférence chacun des éléments
de donnée codés par une clé associée aux nœuds du trie d’ensemble d’entrée et du trie de plage virtuelle est
constitué de deux ou plus composantes, une composante étant de préférence un groupe binaire comprenant 6 bits ;
et la clé contient deux ou plus sections consécutives, au moins une ou deux, de préférence chacune des sections
comprenant des composantes de deux ou plus des éléments de donnée codés dans la clé.

11. Le procédé de la revendication 10, dans lequel au moins une composante, de préférence chaque composante, d’un
élément de donnée, de préférence de chaque élément de donnée, codé par une clé associée à des nœuds du trie
d’ensemble d’entrée et/ou du trie d’intervalle virtuel correspond à la partie de clé associée à un nœud fils du trie.

12. Un programme informatique comprenant des instructions qui, lorsque le programme est exécuté par un calculateur,
font en sorte que le calculateur met en œuvre le procédé de l’une des revendications 1 à 11.

13. Un système de traitement de données comprenant un ou plusieurs processeurs et une mémoire, le système de
traitement de données étant configuré pour mettre en œuvre le procédé de l’une des revendications 1 à 11.
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